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For an inside view of HUC-JIR…..
check out the real-life stories
of students at HUC-JIR at
www.huc.edu/blogHUC
Students’ blogs discuss why they chose HUC-JIR, their programs,
courses, and faculty, student life, the HUC-JIR community, Jewish
life, and experiences that are significant in their lives, including
student pulpits, internships, and much more.

CALLING ALL ALUMNI!!
The Joint Commission for Sustaining Rabbinic Education, co-sponsored
by the CCAR and HUC-JIR, in partnership with HUC-JIR’s Department
of E-Learning, offers all alumni the second year of Ten Great Texts –
a program featuring 10 HUC-JIR scholars presenting texts from our
classic and contemporary sources.

You can also access the archive of the first year of this series, as well
as 23 archived courses, including mini-courses, sefira study, and more.

For more information: elearning2.huc.edu/jointcomm/ or contact
Dr. Ruth Abusch-Magder at rabuschmagder@huc.edu or (973) 275-1789

Year 2: 2007 - 2008

History Carole Balin

Liturgy Eliyahu Schliefer

Islamic Studies Reuven Firestone

Liturgy Richard S. Sarason

Jewish Thought David Ellenson

Education Isa Aron



In his 1857 prayer book,
“Minhag America – The

American Custom,” Rabbi
Isaac Mayer Wise amended
the first paragraph of the ‘Ami-
dah, the prayer par excellence
in Jewish tradition, to read,
“V’zocher brit avot – O God,
Who remembers the Covenant
(brit) made with our ancestors,”
in lieu of the more familiar,
“V’zocher hasdei avot – O God,
Who remembers the loving
deeds of our ancestors.”

Rabbi Wise was of course not
opposed to the fact that our
ancestors had on many occa-
sions performed wondrous and
good deeds. However, he was
uncomfortable with the rab-
binic doctrine of “Zechut avot
(Merit of our Ancestors),” as
he felt that it was not appropri-
ate that we rest upon the merits
of the deeds performed by oth-
ers – even our mothers and our
fathers. Rather, RabbiWise de-
sired that God and the Jewish
people recall that a Covenant was
established with our ancestors
and that we Jews today, no less
than our ancestors in generations
past, are called to covenantal re-
sponsibility by God, Who asks
that we serve as shutafin (part-
ners) with the Divine in the
tasks that are required to mend
the world. This vision of
Covenant lies at the very heart
of Jewish religious tradition and
this notion provides for an ideal
of freedom and responsibility
that animates the educational
endeavors we undertake at the
Hebrew Union College-Jewish
Institute of Religion.

As we educate students at the
College-Institute, we hope that
they will come to internalize
the memories imposed by
Jewish history, and that these
future religious and communal
leaders and teachers will affirm
the Jewish story as their own.
We hope that the knowledge
that they will acquire at HUC-
JIR will transform them into
people who will be worthy of
the covenantal tradition that
all of us have inherited, and
that all of us ultimately are
called upon to transmit. Our
students bear great responsibil-
ity to that chain of tradition
that began at Sinai. At the same
time, we would be remiss if we
taught that fidelity to the past
absolves them of responsibility
in the present. The notion of
Covenant requires that they
be mindful of both past and
present. It also demands that
they understand that theirs is
a responsibility that extends
into the future as well.

This is the task of the College-
Institute, and as you read these
pages of The Chronicle I hope
that you will have a sense of the
vitality that is present on our
campuses as HUC-JIR attempts
to remain true to the teachings
of Rabbi Wise and seeks to ful-
fill in so many ways its ongoing
mandate to educate students in
a tradition of covenantal duty.

Rabbi David Ellenson
November 2007 Kislev 5768
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WE JEWS TODAY, NO LESS

THAN OUR ANCESTORS IN

GENERATIONS PAST, ARE CALLED TO

COVENANTAL RESPONSIBILITY BY

GOD,WHO ASKS THAT WE SERVE

AS SHUTAFIN (PARTNERS) WITH

THE DIVINE IN THE TASKS THAT ARE

REQUIRED TO MEND THE WORLD.

President ’s Message
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Preparing
Tomorrow’s
Leaders:
New Fellowship
Programs at
HUC-JIR
Kim Zeitman

The Mandel Fellows Program

The College-Institute has embarked on new initiatives offering intensified

leadership training to exceptional rabbinical students. The goal of these

programs is to develop visionary leaders for our people, who will understand

the dynamics at play in the American Jewish community and who will be able

to transform their synagogues and their communities into vital and exciting

arenas of engagement and meaning.

“We are greatly indebted to the Mandel Foundation,

Bonnie and Daniel Tisch, and the Charles and Lynn

Schusterman Family Foundation for their visionary

support for these new programs,” says Rabbi David

Ellenson. “Their generosity will enable future generations

of Reform rabbis and educators to truly make a difference in our synagogues and

schools, the Reform Movement, and the American Jewish community at large.”

T he role of the rabbi as con-
gregational leader is critical

to creating synagogue communi-
ties that will engage the Reform
Jews of today and tomorrow.
Dr. Rob Weinberg, National
Director of the Experiment in
Congregational Education
(ECE), observes, ”The rabbi
plays a unique role in the trans-
formation of the synagogue and
synagogue life. To transform
congregations rabbis must act
both as symbolic leaders and
collaborative leaders.“

To help our students become such
leaders, HUC-JIR has partnered
with the Mandel Foundation to
create the Mandel Fellows Pro-
gram. This program provides an
additional year of study that will
enable exceptional rabbinical stu-
dents to enhance their leadership
skills, educational abilities, and
organizational knowledge with
the goal of creating vibrant Jew-
ish learning communities in
Reform synagogues.

The Mandel Fellows Program
builds upon the rigorous, five-
year academic and professional

course of study already required
of all Reform rabbinical students.
Students who apply and are se-
lected as Mandel Fellows will
spend a sixth year of study earn-
ing Masters degrees in the Schools
of Education on HUC-JIR’s Los
Angeles or New York campuses,
where they will engage in reflec-
tive learning and shaping a new
vision for Jewish institutional life
as well as their own professional
practice and leadership.

During their year as students in
the education programs, Mandel
Fellows will also participate in

two special seminars created by
the Mandel Foundation in col-
laboration with HUC-JIR faculty.
A winter seminar at Brandeis
University’s Mandel Center will
focus on a vision for Jewish life
in North America and its expres-
sion in Reform synagogues. At
the completion of their year of

The 2007-2008 Mandel
Fellows: (from left) Melissa
Zalkin-Stollman, Rachel Kort,
and Melissa Simon at HUC-JIR/
New York; and Ari Margolis,
Noam Katz, Erin Ellis, Rena
Polonsky, and Dan Medwin at
HUC-JIR/Los Angeles.
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The Bonnie and Daniel Tisch Fellows Program

education studies, Mandel Fel-
lows will participate in an
extended seminar at the Mandel
Leadership Institute in Jerusalem,
concentrating on the centrality
of Israel and Jewish peoplehood
with special attention to enhanc-
ing the capacity for these future
rabbis to embed these two core
affirmations in the vision and life
of Reform synagogues.

“The Mandel Fellows will bene-
fit from the unique training of
both our Schools of Education
and the Mandel Institute faculty.

Through this program, they
will gain a clearer sense of how
to shape an engaging Jewish
community that can touch peo-
ple ‘s lives,” says Dr. Norman J.
Cohen, Provost of HUC-JIR.

Eight Mandel Fellows are chosen
annually from among those rab-
binical students applying to the
education degree programs in Los
Angeles and New York. The cri-
teria for selection include academic
excellence; demonstrated leader-
ship potential; capacity for vision;
capacity for reflection; and com-

mitment to the congregational
rabbinate and transforming syna-
gogue life. A national HUC-JIR
committee of faculty and pro-
gram directors selects the Mandel
Fellows based on both written
application materials and a
personal interview. For the 2007-
2008 academic year, three men
and five women have been selected
as the first cohort of Mandel
Fellows. Mandel Fellows studying
at the Rhea Hirsch School in Los
Angeles are: Erin Ellis, NoamKatz,
Ari Margolis, Daniel Medwin,

and Rena Polonsky. Mandel
Fellows studying at the New
York School of Education are:
Rachel Kort, Melissa Simon,
and Melissa Zalkin-Stollman.

The Mandel Fellows Program
will equip participating rabbinical
students with the understanding
and skills necessary to guide their
congregations to become engag-
ing, visionary institutions of
Jewish living and learning.

Jewish identity is a matter
of choice for American Jews

today, and it falls to the Jewish
leadership to encourage and
inspire future generations to
embrace Judaism. HUC-JIR
must therefore train its rabbinical
students to exert leadership in
creative and innovative ways, to
help bring Judaism to the center
of our childrens’ lives, and create
an inclusive Judaism that speaks
to new generations.

The Bonnie and Daniel Tisch
Fellows Program – a pilot initia-
tive that has been inagurated at
HUC-JIR for the 2007-2008
academic year – is uniquely de-
signed to meet this need. Each
year, five carefully selected rab-
binical students will be named
Tisch Fellows and complete a

three-year intensive leadership
training program. By identifying
and nurturing successive cohorts
of students with outstanding
potential for leadership, HUC-
JIR will create an extraordinary
pool of talent for today’s evolv-
ing Reform Jewish and larger
Jewish world.

Tisch Fellows will be identified at
the end of the second of the five-
year rabbinical program, through
faculty evaluations, recommen-
dations from the Dean, Provost,
and President, and personal in-
terviews. They will receive full
tuition scholarships and living
stipends, enabling them to focus
completely on their studies and
professional development. The
2007-2008 Tisch Fellows are Jill
Perlman, Joseph Skloot, Rachel

Shafran, Yaron Kapitulnik, and
Matthew Soffer.

The leadership program will
include 3-5 days of intensive
seminars each year, focusing on
such areas as organizational dy-
namics, creating community, and
becoming a change agent. Each
seminar will have a major intel-
lectual or spiritual theme, such
as “Social Responsibility and
Judaism,” “Israel,” or “God,”
around which course work, text
study, and professional develop-
ment activities will be designed.

Tisch Fellows will be required
to complete a summer rabbinical
residency program, designed as
an eight-week experience onsite
in a congregation, Jewish organi-
zation, Jewish camp, or healthcare

facility, under the supervision of
a trained rabbinical mentor. As
residents, the Tisch Fellows will
receive a unique and individual-
ized hands-on learning experience
with the opportunity for reflection
and advisement with a mentor.

As many aspects of the rabbinical
role are learned on the job, each
Tisch Fellow will participate in
an additional mentoring program
that will begin during their fifth
year and continue for two year-
following ordination. This

Rabbi Shirley Idelson, Dean,
HUC-JIR/New York, and Bonnie
Tisch with the 2007-2008 Tisch
Fellows at HUC-JIR/New York:
Yaron Kapitulnik, Jill Perlman,
Rachel Safran, Matthew Sofer,
and Joseph Skloot.
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The Schusterman Hevruta Programprogram will pair fellows with
rabbinical mentors who have
demonstrated the characteristics
of transformational rabbis.
Fellows will meet regularly with
their mentors as they interact
with congregations and institu-
tions that are increasingly
sophisticated and demand a
broad spectrum of professional,
spiritual, and intellectual skills.

In addition to the intensive pro-
grams described above, Tisch
Fellows will benefit, with their
fellow students, from an enriched
curriculum that will include spe-
cialized spiritual, intellectual, and
professional development in such
areas as pastoral counseling, so-
cial responsibility, and outreach
and conversion. Tisch Fellows
will also have the opportunity
to pursue their academic and
intellectual interests through
individualized coursework,
structured opportunities to in-
teract with professors in their
fields of interest, and vehicles
for independent study.

“With so many unique opportu-
nities and experiences, Tisch
Fellows will acquire the skills to
respond to the complex and
changing issues of their rab-
binates with skill, sensitivity, and
confidence, inspiring the Jews of
modernity to willingly and joy-
fully embrace Judaism,” says
Rabbi David Ellenson.

In an effort to increase collabo-ration between the Reform and
Conservative denominations of
Judaism, Lynn Schusterman, Chair
of the Charles and Lynn Schuster-
man Family Foundation (CLSFF),
has initiated a five-year interde-
nominational pilot program for
rabbinical students studying at
Hebrew Union College-Jewish
Institute of Religion and the Jew-
ish Theological Seminary (JTS).
The initiative, called the Schuster-
man Hevruta Program, will bring
together Reform and Conservative
rabbinical students in academic,
religious, and social settings, rep-
resenting the first time JTS and
HUC-JIR rabbinical students
will be involved in a sustained,
collaborative educational program.

“The goal of the fellowship is
twofold: to train transformational
rabbinic leaders capable of pro-
found and sensitive change in the
communities they serve, and to
better equip the rabbinate to ad-
dress the ever-evolving needs of
the American Jewish community,
especially those of interfaith fam-
ilies and other Jews who find
themselves on the margins of
Jewish life,” said Lynn Schuster-
man, who announced the
creation of the program at HUC-
JIR’s Graduation ceremony, held
at Congregation Emanu-El of
the City of New York on May 3
(see page 47).

In addition to their regular course-
work, Schusterman Hevruta
Fellows will study together in
regular meetings and retreats fa-
cilitated by faculty from both
seminaries as well as educators
from STAR (Synagogues: Trans-
formation and Renewal) and the
Center for Leadership Initiatives,
Inc. (CLI). The Program will fo-
cus on areas such as counseling
congregants in areas of accept-
ance and diversity among mixed
faith families; strategic planning
and administration; interdiscipli-
nary and interdenominational
approaches to rabbinical curric-
ula; and general leadership skills.
Students will have the opportu-
nity to collaborate, study
together, and build leadership
skills in a context of the shared
values of the Reform and Con-
servative Movements in Judaism.

Rabbi David Ellenson said,
“I am grateful to the Schuster-
man Foundation for its vision
in initiating this fellowship. This
program models the kind of co-
operation that can and ought to
mark American Jewish life. Ours
will be a partnership that respects
denominational differences,
while also recognizing that the
American Jewish community
faces a common set of challenges
and requires transformational
rabbinical leaders who will revi-
talize contemporary Jewish life.”

Professor Arnold M. Eisen,
Chancellor of JTS, stated, “The
connections our students will
make with their fellow students at
HUC-JIR, and the deepening ties
between our two institutions,
bode well for the future of the
American Jewish community.”

Starting in the fall of 2008, eight
outstanding students (four from
HUC-JIR and four from JTS)
will be admitted to the program
for each year of the five-year pilot
phase of the project. The Pro-
gram will cover tuition costs and
provide an annual cost of living
stipend for all participants for
their third and fourth years of
rabbinical studies; afterwards,
participants will receive ongoing
support as they search for em-
ployment and the opportunity to
join the STAR network of rabbis.

Schusterman expressed the
hope that “this cooperative
relationship will yield benefits
far beyond the campus walls
and bring congregations from
the Reform and Conservative
traditions together.” �

New Fellowship
Programs at
HUC-JIR
(continued)

Sandy Cardin, President of the
Charles and Lynn Schusterman
Family Foundation (CLSFF);
Lynn Schusterman, Chair,
CLSFF; Rabbi Ellenson; and
Barbara Friedman, Chair,
Board of Govenors, HUC-JIR.
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Jorg Ahrens was born in post-Holocaust
Germany. Raised in a nonreligious home
in Frankfurt, he knew that one set of his

grandparents were Holocaust survivors.
A year ago, he decided to move to Israel.

Andrea Zanardo grew up in Milan, Italy,
and is a Jew-by-choice and the first Progres-
sive Italian rabbinical student. In 2000 he
was one of the founders of the Association
of Progressive Judaism in Italy.

Tracy Fishbein always loved to sing. She grew
up in a large Reform congregation in St. Louis,
where from the time she was 13 she sang in
the Temple choir.

When Evan Schultz was a child, his family
seemed to move to a new city every two years
for his father’s job. As he adjusted to a new
school, a new neighborhood and new friends,
he always found a home in his local synagogue.

Matthew Dreffin attended a glass blowing
workshop while a student at Tulane Univer-
sity. After Hurricane Katrina, he moved back
to New Orleans to work in a glass studio to
contribute to the rebuilding of the city.

After finishing Georgetown Law School,
Carole Gould settled in Park Slope, Brook-
lyn, where she raised two sons, worked as a

tax attorney, and wrote a weekly column for
The New York Times Sunday business section.
Carole was brought up by unaffiliated Jewish
parents and first stepped into a synagogue
when she was looking for a Hebrew School
for her young children.

What do these people have in common?
They are participating in the 2007- 2008
Year-In-Israel Program at HUC-JIR in
Jerusalem.They are among a class of 52
bright, creative, and enthusiastic graduate
students from the United States, the Former
Soviet Union, and Europe who have em-
barked on a new journey toward becoming
Jewish leaders as rabbis, cantors, educators,
and communal professionals. What better
place than Israel to begin their training to
serve the Jewish people?

“This class reflects the success of our Move-
ment,” says Rabbi Naamah Kelman, Director
of the Year-In-Israel Program. “They are out-
standing products of our NFTY summer
camps, our synagogues, and campus life, and
inspired by our finest alumni. What distin-
guishes this class is their commitment to
community building. Many come with first-
hand life experience in social action and
social justice as a source of motivation, while
others have felt the “calling” to serve our

people since high school and are eager to
get started. Most have been out in the world
for a year or two after completing undergrad-
uate studies, which certainly enriches their
journey. Unlike the beginning of the aca-
demic year last summer, during the Lebanon
War, we are off to a wonderful and peaceful
start; at the same time, the students are
awash with activities and opportunities to
enjoy Jerusalem and Israel. My hope and
prayer is that this simply continues.”

HUC-JIR’s Year-In-Israel Program is a rigor-
ous eleven-month program of professional
education that marks the beginning of a chal-
lenging and inspiring path toward becoming
Progressive Jewish leaders. Rabbinical, canto-
rial, and education students are required to
spend their first year on the Jerusalem campus
for a year of bonding – with classmates from
around the world and with the land and the
people of Israel. The goals of the program
are many and include an intensive immersion
in the Hebrew language, experiential living in
the modern State of Israel, acquisition of core
Jewish textual skills, and an exploration of
one’s religious and spiritual identities. Most
participants report their year in Israel to be
one of the richest experiences of their lives.

BECOMING LEADERS OF THE
JEWISH PEOPLE IN JERUSALEM

Francine Lis

Year-In-Israel students at HUC-JIR/Jerusalem
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This year’s class includes forty-one rabbinical
students, five cantorial students, and six edu-
cation students, one of whom plans to pursue
a second Master’s degree in Jewish Commu-
nal Service at the College-Institute’s School
of Jewish Communal Service in Los Angeles.
Four of the HUC-JIR students were born
outside of the United States in Israel, Ukraine,
and Russia, three are Wexner fellows, one is a
United Jewish Communities Federation Ex-
ecutive Recruitment and Education Program
(FEREP) scholar, and eight are second-career
students. For many, this is one of numerous
visits to Israel, and for others, this is their first
time in the country.

In addition, for the first time ever, HUC-JIR
is partnering with the two leading liberal Jewish
seminaries in Europe to host four of their first-
year rabbinical students (see page 8) as part of
the Year-In-Israel Program. These four stu-
dents (two from Abraham Geiger College in
Potsdam, Germany, and two from Leo Baeck
College in London, England) are launching
this historic and unique relationship.

The students experience the energy and bus-
tle of the Jerusalem campus with its many
exciting programs and activities. At any given
moment during the opening week of school
in July, students interfaced with Jews of all
ages and backgrounds from all parts of the
globe – with classmates in their own pro-
gram, with adult learners studying in
HUC-JIR’s two-week Liberal Yeshiva pro-

gram, with alumni gathering for the annual
Alumni Seminar (see page 7) for a week of
study with leading Israeli academics and
community leaders, with the larger Jerusalem
community during Shabbat services, and
with alumni living in Israel or visiting during
the summer and participating in the Annual
Alumni Havdalah Reception. Furthermore,
one only needs to take a short walk from the
idyllic campus setting to experience the vital-
ity of life in Jerusalem, whether it is walking
through the Old City, navigating the crowds
of Ben Yehuda Street, or enjoying the many
cultural activities taking place at any given
moment throughout the city.

The Year-In-Israel student community is
diverse in background, but has shared aspi-
rations. Igor Kholkhov and Olga Zelzberg
are from Bryansk, Russia, and have partici-
pated in Jewish activities in the former Soviet
Union, the United States, and Israel – includ-
ing a summer at the Brandeis Bardin Institute
in Simi Valley, CA, and a year at the Roth-
berg International School at Hebrew
University in Jerusalem. They chose to attend
HUC-JIR to gain the skills and resources to
succeed as outstanding Jewish educators.
Upon completing their degrees at the New
York School of Education, they plan to return
to the Former Soviet Union and take strong
leadership roles in the Jewish community.

Joe Schwartz, a second-career rabbinical stu-
dent who is headed for the New York campus

next year, gave up a successful law career to
enter HUC-JIR with the goal of becoming
a congregational rabbi. “The way of Torah is
to live the best possible life we can,” he says.
“A rabbi can help one lead that kind of life.
Helping others to live a good life, that is a
great job description!”

Many students cite the mentorship of a re-
spected rabbi, cantor, educator, or Jewish
communal professional as pivotal in their
decision to enter HUC-JIR “I hope that I
will inspire others to continue in Jewish life
in the ways I’ve been inspired by the Reform
Movement,” says Ariel Boxman, a native of
Cincinnati, alumna of Camp Eisner and
NFTY-NE, and the daughter of Rabbi Bradd
Boxman, C ’86. The Year-In-Israel class in-
cludes other offspring of alumni, including
Joshua Franklin, whose father is Rabbi
Stephen Franklin, C ’69.

“My vision is to be on the cutting edge of
educational techniques,” adds Brad Cohen,
an education student, who recalls the HUC-
JIR high school weekend program that he
attended in Cincinnati as a teenager. Brad
chose HUC-JIR because “it’s the complete
package – Israel is an important part of
Jewish education and hard to grasp if one
has not spent significant time here.”

David Gerber, a second-career rabbinical stu-
dent who will attend the Cincinnati campus
next year, believes that his prior professional
experience in finance will be valuable in his
rabbinate, pointing to “the work ethic and
discipline, as well as the idea of leading and
being part of a team.” This is David’s first
time in Israel.

“I realized about two years ago that it was
something that was inside of me from the
beginning” shared Julia Rubin-Cadrain, a
cantorial student, who was raised in Con-
necticut and attended the New England
Conservatory in Boston. “I went to Rosh
Hashanah services and observed the cantor’s
beautiful voice and how she related to the
congregation.” Julia looks forward to her
role as a cantor, saying “I hope to find new
ways to connect people to Judaism.”

Jorg Ahrens, a rabbinical student from Abra-
ham Geiger College in Berlin, who made
aliyah a year before beginning the program,

Israeli folk dancing at the Shabbat dinner for students and alumni,
sponsored by Rabbi David Posner, C ’73 and Temple Emanu-El, New York.
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previously was a sales and marketing
executive for international companies
in the United Kingdom, Switzer-
land, the Czech Republic, and
Latvia. He has witnessed the many
ways people from different cultures
express their Judaism. After ordina-
tion, Jorg plans “to build community
by being a German rabbi in Ger-
many, to continue the tradition we
had before the Shoah, and create a
new German Jewish thought.” Ac-
cording to Jorg, today there are about
20 - 30 rabbis in Germany with approximately
120 synagogues, asserting “The need is great!”

Mentoring the first-year students during the
summer were three fifth-year rabbinical stu-
dents, Daniel Mikelberg, L ’08, Kate Speizer,
L ’08, and Nicki Greninger, N ’08, NYSOE
’08. As part of their last summer before ordi-
nation, they worked closely with the faculty
to design and implement an orientation that
would successfully prepare the new students
for their experience in Israel and continuing
studies stateside at the College-Institute.
“Seeing these students beginning their HUC-
JIR studies has helped me to reflect on my
personal HUC-JIR experience as it is nearing
to a close with ordination next May – it has
been a journey of growth, study, exploration,
and holiness,” says Mikelberg. “We’ve shared
memorable experiences with the first-year
class, ranging from watching a sunrise concert
at Masada with leading Israeli singer David
Broza to exploring God's role in our sacred
journeys. This is a special group of students
and it has been an honor to work with them.”

“It has been a tremendous beginning of a
new academic year for us in Jerusalem, a fit-
ting response to the challenges of the previous
year, when Israel was shaken by war and con-
flict,” notes Dr. Michael Marmur, Dean of
HUC-JIR/Jerusalem. “We were delighted to
see the range and quality of the activities tak-
ing place, and to greet a new cohort of
students, particularly the students from our
sister institutions attending our program for
the first time this year.” Marmur points to
exciting new developments at the Jerusalem
campus, where he is in the final planning
stages of a brand new M.A. program in Jew-
ish Education for Israelis to be run with the
Melton Center at the Hebrew University.

The Year-In-Israel students had a unique ex-
perience shortly before the High Holy Days,
when the Jerusalem campus welcomed some
700 residents from the western Negev who
have been under almost constant rocket
bombardment from the nearby Gaza Strip.
The evening included Kabbalat Shabbat
services, a festive dinner, and a concert by

some of Israel's finest entertain-
ers, co-sponsored with the World
Union for Progressive Judaism
(WUPJ) and the Israel Move-
ment for Progressive Judaism
(IMPJ), with the support of
Washington Hebrew Congrega-
tion, Washington, DC.

“It was hard not to be moved
by their inner strength and re-
solve,” Rabbi Uri Regev, WUPJ
President, said of the guests.
“For many this was the first

Shabbat in a long time in which there was
no need to run to security rooms and shel-
ters. We felt privileged to offer this respite.”

This was just one more example of the many
ways in which HUC-JIR’s Year-In-Israel
students come face-to-face with the realities
of life in Israel – both its challenges and its
capacity for hope. As they witness the Reform
Movement advancing religious pluralism and
Jewish values in Israel, they are gaining in-
valuable knowledge and understanding that
will enrich their professional lives for decades
to come. Through their studies, community
service, and being an active part of the Israeli
community for a year, they are helping Israel
fulfill the promise of the Torah. As Regev
says, “It will be due not to divine interven-
tion, but to the determination of the value-
driven groups in Israeli society that you and
we represent, groups that seek to change our
reality, renew the Zionist–Jewish vision, and
strive for a more just, progressive and peace-
seeking society.” �

ALUMNI SEMINAR AT HUC-JIR/JERUSALEM

A lumni from throughout the United States participated in HUC-JIR/Jerusalem’s annual Alumni Seminar, which this year focused on the theme of
Democracy and Judaism. They expressed their pleasure at reuniting with former classmates, taking part in a stimulating week of study with outstanding

faculty members, and grappling with contemporary issues with the input and guidance of Israeli community leaders. “Becoming acquainted with many of
the first-year students, some of whom were their confirmation students, was a meaningful by-product of the program,” notes Dr. Michael Marmur, Dean of
HUC-JIR/Jerusalem, who hopes to see this program grow in the coming years, with alumni from all of HUC-JIR’s programs in attendance.

Sherri Morr, SJCS ’77,Western States Director of the Jewish National Fund, reports that “it was great to be on the Jerusalem campus for the first time. The
presenters at the conference were inspiring. The topic of Democracy and Judaism could not have been more apt – it surely comes up in my work. Studying
with the rabbis and educators was a wonderful educational opportunity and a pleasurable social one as well. No cell phones, no meetings, just time to
learn.What a treat!”

Rabbi John Bush, C ’98, Senior Rabbi at Temple Anshe Hesed in Erie, PA, says “Reconnecting with the HUC-JIR/Jerusalem faculty, staff, and classmates from
our Year-In-Israel in 1993-94, celebrating Kabbalat Shabbat with the first-year students and listening to their hopes and dreams, we were again reminded of
why we had decided to become the Jewish professionals that we are and of how blessed we have been.”

A study group overlooking the Old City.
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In July of this year, the Jerusalem campus
of Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute
of Religion opened its doors to embrace

the international scope of the Progressive
movement. For the first time, first-year
rabbinical students at Leo Baeck College
in London and Abraham Geiger College
in Potsdam, Germany joined their North
American counterparts at HUC-JIR for a
year of study based in the heart of Jerusalem.

Through this collaborative endeavor, the
three partnering seminaries will ensure that
all Reform/Progressive rabbinical students re-
ceive the transformational experience of a first
year of study in Israel, and will foster a new
current of exchange and collaboration among
the Progressive leaders of the future. “Our
mission to prepare leaders for the Reform
Movement who share a strong commitment
to the people and land of Israel and an identi-
fication with Jewish peoplehood worldwide is
strengthened by this historic agreement,” said
Rabbi David Ellenson, HUC-JIR President.

The agreement was reached after lengthy
discussions between the leaders and admin-
istration of the three sister institutions. Rabbi
Ellenson, Dr. Michael Marmur, Dean of the
Jerusalem School, and Rabbi Naamah Kel-
man, Director of HUC-JIR’s Year-In-Israel
Program, conversed at length with Rabbi
Marc Saperstein, Principal of Leo Baeck
College, and met in Jerusalem with Professor

Dr. Sabine Kunst, President of the University
of Potsdam. The agreement was announced
by Rabbi Ellenson, together with the Princi-
pals of the sister institutions, Rabbi Professor
Saperstein and Rabbi Professor Dr. Walter
Homolka, at the World Union for Progressive
Judaism conference in Jerusalem last March
during a panel discussion on “The Future
of Rabbinic Training.”

The arrangement stipulates that all rabbinical
students at Leo Baeck College and the Abra-
ham Geiger College will spend the first year
of their rabbinical studies in Israel, learning
alongside their colleagues in the HUC-JIR
Year-in-Israel program and in close contact
with HUC-JIR's Israeli rabbinical students.
HUC-JIR's stateside rabbinical, cantorial,
and education students are required to fulfill
their first year of study at HUC-JIR's

Jerusalem campus.

“Having American students working together
during their first year with European students
from Leo Baeck College and Abraham Geiger
College will strengthen their sense of Pro-
gressive Judaism as a world Movement, not
limited just to the United States and Israel,”
said Rabbi Saperstein. Students from the
United Kingdom will also benefit academi-
cally, as “having the immersion experience
of intensive Hebrew study in a Hebrew-
speaking environment during the first year
will raise the level of instruction in the first
courses taken by Leo Baeck students.”

The agreement with Abraham Geiger College
also outlines other areas for potential cooper-
ation beyond first-year study, including joint
graduate-level and exchange programs. The
first such exchange began this past spring,
when Professor Samuel Joseph of HUC-
JIR/Cincinnati taught as a Fellow at Geiger
College. In the 2007-2008 academic year,

LEADERSHIP AND JEWISH PEOPLEHOOD
North American and European Rabbinical
Students Join Together at HUC-JIR/Jerusalem
Kim Zeitman

First-year students studying at HUC-JIR/Jerusalem.

Dr. Michael Marmur, Dean of HUC-JIR’s
Jerusalem School, Dr. Sabine Kunst, President
of the University of Potsdam, and Dr. Admiel
Kosman, Academic Director of Abraham
Geiger College and Director of the Institute
of Jewish Studies at the University of Potsdam,
signing the agreement to bring together rab-
binical students for a first year of study at the
HUC-JIR campus in Jerusalem.
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Rabbi Dalia Marx of HUC-JIR/Jerusalem
is in Potsdam serving as a DAAD (German
Academic Exchange Service) Visiting Profes-
sor. Dr. Marx will teach three courses: Jewish
Women Piety, From Cradle to Grave - Jewish
Life Cycle Events, and an advanced course in
contemporary Hebrew. Her courses will ex-
plore women's historical Jewish rituals, the
way various streams of Judaism observe life
cycle events, and conversational and literary
aspects of the Hebrew language.

This endeavor represents an unprecedented
venture among the seminaries affiliated with
the World Union for Progressive Judaism to
coordinate their curricula in such a way as to
build lifelong connections and cooperation
among the members of each new generation
of rabbis on a global basis. “As our North
American and Israeli rabbinical students at
HUC-JIR study side-by-side at our Jerusalem
campus with their colleagues from the Abra-
ham Geiger College and Leo Baeck College,
they are forging permanent bonds of friend-
ship and partnership in the service of the
Jewish people,” said Rabbi Ellenson. “Their
year in Israel connects them to the millenial
heritage of our faith, history, and values as
well as the realities and challenges facing con-
temporary Jewish identity in Israel, North
America, Europe, and around the globe. To-
gether, they are embarking on charting new
directions and a new vision for the Jewish
future – with a shared sense of responsibility
that transcends geography to assert the over-
arching unity of the Jewish people.”

Seminary leaders expressed the hope that all
of the Reform and Progressive rabbinical stu-
dents will share their unique experiences from

home and gain a deeper understanding of the
depth and breadth of Progressive Judaism
throughout the world. “It is fantastic that Eu-
ropean students will be able to share
with their colleagues from the U.S. an insight
into slightly different ways of Reform Judaism
and also the roots of American Reform,” said
Rabbi Homolka. “The cultural exchange will
work both ways and raise the awareness for
each other while being immersed in the expe-
rience of Israel. It will contribute towards
making the international Progressive Move-
ment an even stronger option for Jews globally.
And it will help to shape an international
Progressive rabbinate where colleagues are
friends because once they were classmates.”

The experience of studying together in Israel
is clearly having the impact that seminary
leaders are seeking. Less than one week
after his arrival in Israel, Paul Strasko, a first-
year rabbinical student from Abraham Geiger
College, said in his blog that “Already the

mere existence of this joining of programs
has built amazing good will.” Strasko relates
instances that demonstrate the value of
learning from one another. “Other students
have already specifically said to me such things
as, ‘I never wanted to have anything to do
with Germany, but now I know I want to visit
and see what the Progressive Movement is
about.’” The students are also clearly aware
of the significance of this endeavor for the fu-
ture of Progressive Judaism, as one American
student told Paul, “‘It is hard to see the de-
tails of an event when you are at the beginning
of it, but this seems like something that we’ll
all look back on in 20 years and say, we were
all there when it started.’”

The introduction of cooperative rabbinical
training among these three institutions will,
in the words of Rabbi Saperstein, “foster a
sense of solidarity in a new generation of
Progressive rabbis throughout the world.” �

Abraham Geiger College, Potsdam, is the first liberal rabbinical
seminary founded in Continental Europe since the Shoah. It was
founded in 1999, admitted its first students in 2001, and held its
first ordination in September 2006, when it ordained the first three
rabbis to be ordained in Germany since the Holocaust. Its mission
is the education of rabbis for Jewish communities in Central
and Eastern Europe. Rabbinical studies are integrated into the
extensive curriculum of the College for Jewish Studies at the
University of Potsdam, providing the ambience and resources
of a large, secular state university. This in turn helps promote
understanding of Judaism within a pluralistic context.

Leo Baeck College, London, founded in 1956, is a premier center for
Progressive Jewish learning, training rabbis, leaders, and teachers
to develop Progressive Jewish congregations and communities
throughout the United Kingdom and in many other countries.The Col-
lege reaches out to support the growth of today’s Jewish communities
across Europe and beyond. It is the first College in Europe to train
rabbis from the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe – who are
then able to return to lead their home communities. Through
its Department of Education and Professional Development, it is
helping to establish a new cadre of professionals for synagogues,
youth movements, schools, and other organizations.

LEO BAECK COLLEGEABRAHAM GEIGER COLLEGE

Students in the Year-In-Israel program during a discussion group.



In the words of HUC-JIR President Rabbi
David Ellenson, “Judaism is a religion
of social responsibility at its very heart.”

With this in mind, HUC-JIR has moved
to expand and enhance the incorporation
of social responsibility into the rabbinical
curriculum, as part of the institution’s
broader leadership vision.

The Rabbi Jerome K. Davidson Chair
in Social Responsibility
The Jerome K. Davidson Chair in Social Re-
sponsibility was created to facilitate the new
curricular focus on social responsibility across
all four campuses. The Chair will ensure
“unity without uniformity,” helping achieve
the institution’s overarching aim while assist-
ing each campus as it implements the social
responsibility focus based on its own resources
and goals. “Our aim is to help students shape
a vision of social responsibility in their rab-
binate, and provide them with the skills and
experience to make it happen,” says Dr. Nor-
man J. Cohen, Provost of HUC-JIR.

Rabbi Davidson is passionate about increasing
students’ exposure to social responsibility dur-
ing their education at the College-Institute.
“The goal of the social responsibility focus is
to awaken in students an awareness of injus-

tices in the world that are not beyond our
ability to make a difference,” says Rabbi
Davidson. “By creating a congregational
sense of the import of hands-on work in the
community to help the needy, vulnerable,
and weak, and by encouraging the commu-
nity to be advocates of public policy that the
world needs, rabbis can, in their role as con-
gregational and communal leaders, inspire
changes in our society and in the world.”

Several families from Rabbi Davidson’s syna-
gogue, Temple Beth-El of Great Neck, funded
this programmatic Chair in his name, an
affirmation of his lifelong commitment to
social responsibility through his rabbinate.
Program funds were provided by a generous
supporter of the College-Institute. Rabbi
Davidson says that “it is my hope that all
students will be moved by their exposure to
social action at HUC-JIR, and will choose
to make it part of their rabbinate as well.”

Since his retirement fromTemple Beth-El,
Rabbi Davidson has begun to work with
Provost Norman Cohen and part-time leader-
ship program coordinators on each campus:

Rabbi Ken Kanter, Director of the Rabbinic
Program in Cincinnati, Rabbi Suzanne Singer
in Los Angeles, and Rabbi Darcie Crystal in
New York.

Social Responsibility Education
HUC-JIR has always placed a high value
on educating its students in social responsi-
bility, and courses that involve elements of
social justice have been available on all
campuses for years.

In New York, Rabbi Jerome K. Davidson and
Albert Vorspan, a founder of the Commission
on Social Action of Reform Judaism and the
Religious Action Center, have helped students
explore the role of the rabbi as a social and
political agent for change in their course,
Tough Choices, Social Action in the Community.
In Los Angeles, Rabbi William Cutter and
Dr. Aryeh Cohen recently taught The Seeds
for Economic Justice: Jewish Tradition and the
Search for Realistic Goals, which brought
students from HUC-JIR and the America
Jewish University together with business
leaders to explore whether Jewish tradition
can have legitimate practical application to

in the HUC-JIR Curriculum

If we are going to fulfill the prophetic mandate of outreach to the disenfranchised in
our society, we must be much better trained in effecting change.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Learning to Lead:

Rabbi Charles Kroloff, Vice President for Special Projects

Kim Zeitman
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Rabbi Jerome K. Davidson and Albert Vorspan teaching their social responsibility course,
“Tough Choices, Social Action in the Community,” with guest lecturer Ruth Messinger,
President, American JewishWorld Service..



real-life ethical dilemmas and social problems
in the marketplace and business community
(see page 12).

The Cincinnati campus offers a fourth-year
course in Leadership and Organizational
Dynamics with Rabbi Sam Joseph, who in-
corporates social responsibility into his class
by bringing in speakers from the nationally-
oriented Religious Action Center as well as
local rabbis and communal leaders who are
heavily involved in social action.

In the past, these opportunities were generally
offered only as electives. However, HUC- JIR
administrators and faculty felt that those stu-
dents who opted not to take such courses were
missing a key element of their rabbinical edu-
cation. “All rabbis will be confronted in their
local communities with issues of social justice,
and they need to know how to handle them,”
says Al Vorspan. Adds Rabbi Charles Kroloff,
HUC-JIR’s Vice President for Special Projects,
“Successful strategies for effecting community
change have emerged, but without systematic
study and supervised field work, most newly-
minted rabbis will never acquire the skills to
function most effectively in those areas.”

The new curricular focus on social responsi-
bility will demonstrate to students that social
justice is an authentic and essential part of
Judaism, going hand-in-hand with the aca-
demic and spiritual elements of their education.
Students will learn how they can best serve as
agents for change in their congregations and
communities.

Starting in the Fall of 2007, social responsi-
bility will be a required and an important
component of the HUC-JIR rabbinical cur-
riculum throughout all five years of study, as
part of the new program in leadership prepa-
ration. First-year students in Israel engage in a
mandatory service project with a local agency
or organization, with opportunities for self-
reflection, including a culminating
self-reflective writing assignment, built into
the experience. Students in their second year
are required to take a Professional Develop-
ment course, now redesigned with an added

focus on Reform Judaism’s emphasis on out-
reach and social responsibility. Third-year
student pulpits will include an institutional
change project focused in their congregation,
enabling hands-on experience in leading so-
cial action in a congregational setting.

The fourth year brings a professional develop-
ment course in leadership, focused in part on
the skills to mobilize congregations and insti-
tutions to effect social justice-oriented change.
Through this course in New York, titled
“Rabbinical Leadership and Social Responsi-
bility,” Rabbi Davidson and Professor Vorspan
will show students that social responsibility is
a mandate of rabbinical leadership. Students
will read Biblical and rabbinic texts to gain a
more nuanced understanding of the Jewish
obligation to promote a fair and just society.
In the application of this obligation, discus-
sions will focus on such topics as civil rights,
immigration, environmental issues, poverty,
housing, healthcare, workers’ rights, homeless
rights, church/state boundaries, civil liberties,
gender issues, anti-Semitism, racism, and in-
terfaith relations. The class will also address
how congregations can be organized for effec-

tive social action; the leadership techniques,
tactics, and strategies congregations can use to
support their positions; coalition building and
public advocacy; theories of organizing; and
effective conflict management. According to
Al Vorspan, “This is not just a practical course,
but an indispensable course.” With guidance
from the instructors, students will also be
expected to integrate some aspect of their
coursework into their fieldwork experience.

Following this course, the fifth year’s profes-
sional development requirement will include
a focus on pressing issues of social responsibil-
ity along with outreach. HUC-JIR admini-
strators are also developing a list of social re-
sponsibility-oriented off-campus training
experiences, such as a summer seminar at the
Religious Action Center, the Jewish Funds for
Justice Leadership Training Program, and the
Panim Retreat entitled Spirituality, Social Jus-
tice and the Rabbinate. These experiences will

include a mechanism for ongoing personal
reflection, such as journaling, essay-writing,
or regular dialogue with faculty, classmates, or
a mentor. Students will be required to partici-
pate in one of these programs during their
tenure at the College-Institute.

The Hebrew Union College-University of
Cincinnati Center for the Study of Ethics
and Contemporary Moral Problems (HUC-
UC Ethics Center) also plays a significant
role in the social justice education of HUC-
JIR students in Cincinnati. The Ethics
Center organizes and hosts a range of confer-
ences on topics such as violence against
women, housing and homelessness, and the
implications of poverty and welfare on family
structures, gender roles, and social institu-
tions. In partnership with the Graduate
College of Union Institute & University, the
Ethics Center hosted its third annual sympo-
sium on Poverty, Welfare, and Religion in
May 2007. The symposium attracted dozens
of leading scholars on these issues from the
United States and Europe, and HUC-JIR
students received course credit for participa-
tion in the program.

Al Vorspan provides some insight into just
how far HUC-JIR has come in the past half-
century with regard to social responsibility
in the curriculum: “Fifty years ago, there was
no real curriculum, no course, no program,
no training in social justice for our rabbinical
students. The College-Institute has gone from
being uninvolved to a very active participant
in the social justice training of the rabbinate.
As a result, today’s rabbis are some of the most
responsible and involved in social issues in any
denomination in the country, of any religion.”

Yet there is no doubt as to the need to
continue and expand social responsibility
education for Reform rabbis. “The commu-
nities we work in today and the issues we
struggle with are far more complex than ever
before,” says Rabbi Kroloff. “The time has
come for us to focus on social responsibility
as we prepare the leaders for the Jewish world
of the 21st century.” �
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Congregation members get a great deal of spiritual uplift from social action work.
Rabbi Jerome K. Davidson



Can Jewish study influence economic
justice? This was the question for a
class composed of people who have

not normally studied together: eight students
from two rabbinical seminaries – HUC-JIR
and the American Jewish University – and
eight prominent business leaders from the
Los Angeles community.

The Seeds for Economic Justice was an effort to
find common ground between those who
study the principles of ethical living from clas-
sic Jewish texts, and those who live the ethical
dilemmas on a daily basis. The course began
as an effort to discover from the business com-
munity whether Jewish tradition could have
legitimate practical application to the situa-
tions that confront people in practice, and the
belief of the two instructors that students who
learn classic values ought to confront the real-
ities of business decisions, balance sheet values,
and the need to meet a payroll.

Here are some of the dilemmas
explored by the class:

Darchei Shalom
The Barenbaums (a fictional name) own
a small chain of profitable stores in western
Pennsylvania. Each year they hire nearly
a hundred local citizens to supplement their
sales staff for Easter and recreational business.
Heavy rains have created a business shortfall
over the winter, and the three owners of the
business (grandfather, son, and grandson) feel
they may not be able to afford the extra hir-
ing this year. (Of course there are plenty of
assets, but we are considering this year’s busi-
ness.) Grandson, freshly out of Wharton
School of the University of Pennsylvania, is
the most cautious, but grandfather has main-
tained this tradition for 47 years, and is
willing to take the loss in the interest of
Darchei Shalom (the Barenbaum family’s
status in the community and community re-
lations). What should they do? Would such

a family really consult with their rabbi – not
about the economics of the decision, but about
the effect on community spirit? From what
principles might the rabbi draw his/her advice?

The Customs of the Place
The conscience of a Jewish manufacturer is
troubled because she can outsource some of
the work of her factory to a firm that probably
hires undocumented workers. The customs of
this industry are quite literally not to ask
questions. Should she ‘ask questions?’ or fol-
low the customs of the locale in which her
business operates? What is the standing of
‘The Customs of the Place’? Can she justify
this outsourcing on the grounds that at least
some workers will make a steady income?
The Mishnah addresses the hiring of workers
from a town that has more relaxed worker
standards than the town in which the workers
will be hired to work.

When do you pay more
than you absolutely have to?
Do Jewish workers have a right
to strike? An obligation to do
so? Shall they protect the work
of the less efficient or produc-
tive fellow workers? Shall
owners of very profitable busi-
nesses be encouraged to pay
salaries that exceed the “going
rate” in like industries in one’s
region? And what of the fore-

THE
SEEDS
FOR
ECONOMIC
JUSTICE:

JEWISH
TRADITION
ANDTHE SEARCH
FOR REALISTIC
GOALS

Dr.William Cutter
Professor Emeritus
of Education and
Hebrew Language
and Literature,
HUC-JIR/Los Angeles
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Dr. Aryeh Cohen (center) and
the community of learners

(opposite page:) Dr. William
Cutter (left) listens as a point
is strongly argued by business
leader Arthur Stern

Dr. Aryeh Cohen
Associate Professor of
Rabbinic Literature, Ziegler
School of Rabbinic Studies,
American Jewish University
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man who is
delegated to hire on behalf of the owner? The
Mishnah and Talmud deal in some detail with
the obligations of the delegated employer.

What are the obligations upon boards
to pay for benefits?
Some public institutions have cut back on
benefits for employees on the grounds that
the economy is tight, and many businesses
have reduced their benefit packages.
Mr. Schwartz of the Jewish Family
Service believes that the board is obli-
gated to maintain a high standard of
benefit payments; the other trustees of
Family Service claim that he is being
unrealistic, and the current climate is a
good one in which to save the institution
money.What are the issues one faces
from a Jewish perspective? Is asset-based
management justified when it is certainly
possible for the board to raise more
money? The Mishnah, Mishneh Torah,
and Talmud are quite clear about protecting
the financial stability of private business;
what would the tradition say about public
institutions?

These questions and more were among
those examined in the seminar taught by
Professors Aryeh Cohen and William Cut-
ter. The students met weekly to consider
Jewish texts and literary and rabbinic theory
in depth and in Hebrew. They met once
each month in plenary session with business
leaders for a consideration of selected texts
in English from the Mishnah, Mishneh
Torah, and Responsa.

Sometimes, among the business people them-
selves, a dispute rang out: Does this ancient
material really have any use for us today? Of
course, it does; after all we are always in need
of reminders of a tradition’s highest values. Do
we have ideals that supercede (or trump) ac-
cepted practice? How do I as a rabbinical leader
invoke the tradition among people who will
say that ‘I don’t know how the world really op-
erates?’ What does one say to a business
person who contends that theory is simply too
abstract to respond to contemporary situations
in the heat of themoment? Do lawyers approach
a problem differently than business people?

For their final assignments, the students took
on two tasks: attendance at a union meeting

and interviews with workers in regard to the
place of the union in their lives; and a final
paper that was to be a grant application for
a social justice program within a synagogue.

The students arrived at a number of conclu-
sions, including that law is not the sole
domain of the state, but an attempt by com-
munities to articulate and live out stories
about who we are as a society. Their social
justice proposals for synagogues were diverse:

• a program in which the New Year (Rosh
HaShanah) helps a city council to focus on
their notions of an ideal city;

• a program that demonstrates that mistreat-
ment of day workers, who are increasingly
being abused, will result in a general re-
duction in services and quality of life for
everyone;

• a program focusing on the dilemma that
some congregational members are (fairly)
openly taking advantage of certain statutes
to underpay workers, and proposing a
study group in which business people
would openly discuss their business prac-
tices with each other.

In the final class, one of the business leaders
urged those concerned with workers being
underpaid to be bold, to stand up to people
engaging in questionable business practices,
and a debate ensued. But the discussion
ended when Rabbi Leonard Beerman, who
attended the sessions and inspired the con-
cept of the course along with Clergy and
Laity United for Economic Justice, spoke
for twenty minutes about his anguish in try-
ing to harmonize his values with the realities
of the marketplace in which his congregants
have worked. “I live in a very nice home,”
he said, “but, unfortunately, it has windows
and so I see the thorns and thistles that exist
outside my neighborhood.”

After the meeting with the union and its
individual members, a student came to the
realization of “what the fight was about. It
isn’t a fight for salary or benefits, it is a fight
to be treated with dignity.”

Another student pointed to a memorable
statement by a classmate that involved the
amounts of money large corporations spend
on legal fees in order not to treat workers
justly. “It is disturbing to see how easily we

forget that we are talking about real hu-
man beings and not a nice theory or
interesting idea. The instructors remind
the students of the relevance of a famous
law review article for that distinction be-
tween theory and real human beings.”

Is Jewish tradition subversive to modern
business practice?We learned in this course
that aspects of our tradition are actually
quite protective, encouraging the en-
durance of ownership on safe grounds as
a way of insuring the stability of society –

one of the early meanings of tikkun olam, the
repairing of our world. We learned that many
very hard-headed business people – citizens
of prominence and possessors of great mate-
rial comfort – have strived to make their
workplaces more just and dignified for the
worker whose voice is not so easy to hear.

At the final session, the group reflected
on the fact that the course was premised
on a democratic pedagogy in which expert-
ise was respected but was not given a veto.
As a result, people who had no background
in classical Jewish text study were able to
actively participate in and contribute to
a conversation with people who had years
of study experience. Similarly those with
no experience of day to day business realities
were able to engage CEOs in discussions
of business ethics. The groups were not
neatly drawn: Some of the business people
had extensive text background and some
of the rabbinical students had experience
in business or with organized labor. The
democratic classroom is a model that can
also be implemented in other situations
where different communities of learners
want to sit together. As the Rabbis said
(Mishnah Avot 3:2), when a group of
people sit to study Torah together, the
Divine Presence is amongst them. �
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On March 17, 1998, on
the 75th anniversary of
Stephen Samuel Wise’s

founding of the Jewish Institute
of Religion, Rabbi Martin A.
Cohen, Ph.D., Professor of
Jewish History at HUC-
JIR/New York, delivered the
Founder’s Day Address to the
New York campus community.
He invoked the memory of
biblical builders Bezalel and
Oholiab, the architects of the
Mishkan – the holy sanctuary
in the desert, to inspire stu-
dents to meet the challenges
that face them:

What faith it must have taken
for Bezalel and Oholiab to build
their sanctuary, tabernacle, ark
and all the rest – for unborn gen-
erations, for uncharted territory,
and for unknown challenges! And
what courage it must have taken
so to innovate amidst their sur-
rounding disorientation! …Yet
they drove on. They drove on…
adamantly determined to comply
with God’s directive, “Let them
make Me a sanctuary…”

Cohen didn’t know then that
two years later, he and Dr. Lewis
Barth, Professor of Midrash
and Related Literature and for-
mer Dean of HUC-JIR/Los
Angeles, Dr. Mark Kligman,
Professor of Jewish Musicology,

and other members of the HUC-
JIR faculty would embark on a
monumental project that de-
manded just such determination,
ingenuity, and optimism.

In 2000, Barth was approached
by Sam Tarica, a member of the
board of directors of the Maurice
Amado Foundation, and asked
to address the lack of inclusion
of Sephardic Jewry in mainstream
Jewish education. With a multi-
year grant from the Amado
Foundation, the team devel-
oped a program to support
greater inclusion of Sephardic
Studies in the core curriculum
of HUC-JIR, transforming
the way rabbinical students
encounter Sephardic history.

Cohen points out that the
Sephardic heritage has all along
been at the heart of the core
curriculum, although students
are not always cognizant of its
presence. Its poets, whose gems
we recite in our prayers; its
commentators, who enlighten
our Sacred Scriptures; its
philosophers, culminating in
Maimonides; its legists, who
paved the way for the Sephardic
Shulhan Arukh – considered
the most definitive book of
Jewish law since the Talmud –
laid the foundation for much
of what is central in Judaism

BEYOND THE GOLDENAGE:
INNOVATIONS IN SEPHARDIC
STUDIES AT HUC-JIR Leah Kaplan Robins

“Dos penitenciados con el sambenito” from the cover of
Confessions of Andres Gonzales by Jonathan Ben Nahoom,
a novel about the Spanish Inquisition, donated to the Frances-
Henry Library at HUC-JIR/Los Angeles by Dr. Moshe Lazar.
The illustration depicts two heretics convicted by the Church
of crimes indicated by the color and design of the vests they
were forced to wear as a form of punishment and public
shame, ranging from short periods of time or until they
died or were executed.
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today. Yet the Sephardic char-
acter of these icons is largely
invisible to most students.
“While we’ve been teaching
it all along,” Cohen says,
“we have not been sensitizing
our students to the Sephardic
dimension of the Jewish experi-
ence. They have not seen that
much of what Ashkenazic cul-
ture has incorporated was
generated in the Iberian Penin-
sula and in the lands of the
Sephardic dispersion.”

Furthermore, the Sephardic
history that most students do
imbibe is often narrowly limited
to those figures and themes
from the Golden Age of Iberia
(often referred to as the “Golden
Age of Spain”). Kligman notes

that “in academia the representa-
tion of Sephardic communities
post-15th century and the
Golden Age of Iberia is sporadic,
though we now know that the
model of this age as a “utopia”
of interaction is a somewhat
flawed notion developed by the
German Wissenschaft scholars
of the nineteenth century.”

Cohen points out that this out-
dated model gives students a
cultural handicap in their un-
derstanding of Sephardica.
“The so-called Golden Age
of Sephardic achievement is
limited to Muslim Iberia, while
Christian Iberia developed a re-
lated, but distinctive, Jewish
culture, which I, along with
others have called the ‘Silver
Age.’ Nor does the representa-
tion of Sephardic culture in
academia include the wider con-
tributions of Sephardic Jewry in
Amsterdam, Safed, the Ottoman
Empire, and Israel in later peri-
ods.” Kligman explains that “it
is only in the last 50 years that
scholars have investigated non-
Ashkenazic communities in a
serious and systematic way.”

The Sephardic Curriculum
Project is a major step to reverse
the marginalization of Sephardic
studies in academia. Rabbi
David Ellenson finds tremen-
dous need for such a program,
because “to ignore the Sephardic
heritage is to deny a major part
of our patrimony,” he says.
“Furthermore, the Sephardic

experience, in many ways, is
more germane to our own real-
ity today than the Ashkenazic
experience has been. After all,
great figures such as Maimonides
and Nahmanides had to tra-
verse and mediate among
Jewish and non-Jewish cultural
worlds, just as we do today in
contemporary America. In this
sense, the Sephardic experience
has a great deal to teach us as
we are in the same position and
confront the same challenges in
modern day America that our
Sephardic ancestors faced within
the orbit of medieval Islam and
Christianity a millennium ago.
For these reasons, and precisely
because ignorance of the rich
Sephardic heritage impover-
ishes our Judaism so very
much, this project is crucial
to the education of our future
religious, communal, and
educational leaders.”

The project, now seven years
old, is well underway to meet-
ing its goals. Its website,
www.huc. edu/sephardic, was
launched in 2007 with readings
and course guides, an index
of Sephardic liturgical music,
annotated Internet resources,
reviews of academic studies,
and a library research guide.
Sephardic material is now bet-
ter integrated into core courses,
and funding from the Maurice
Amado Foundation grant has
aided faculty projects and pub-
lications on Sephardic topics.
Several noted scholars, includ-
ing Professor Aron Rodrigue
from Stanford University and
Professor Norman Stillman
from the University of Okla-
homa, have visited the College-
Institute as guest lecturers. In
November 2008, our faculty
will host a conference, together
with the UCLA Jewish Studies

Maurice Amado
FOUNDATION
www.mauriceamadofdn.org

Maurice Amado, who estab-
lished the foundation in 1961,
was a descendant of Sephardic
Jews who settled in the Ottoman
Empire after their expulsion from
Spain in 1492. He immigrated
to New York from Izmir, Turkey in
1903 and moved to Los Angeles
in 1940.A successful financier,
he was committed to sharing
his wealth with the Jewish com-
munity. During his lifetime, Mr.
Amado supported organizations
that perpetuated Sephardic
heritage and culture. Since his
death in 1968, Mr. Amado’s
nieces, nephews and their de-
scendants have carried on his
charitable work. Three genera-
tions of the Amado family
currently direct the Foundation’s
activities.

A major focus of the Maurice
Amado Foundation is to ensure
that Sephardic heritage is woven
into the fabric of American Jewry.
The Foundation has a special in-
terest in integrating information
about the religious life and cul-
ture of Sephardic Jews, whose
ancestors originated in the Iberian
Peninsula, into the education of
all American Jews, with a special
emphasis on reaching leaders,
both present and future, of
American Jewry.The heritage of
Sephardic Jews includes the his-
tory and contributions to Jewish
thought of the Spanish Jews be-
fore the Inquisition; the effects
of the Inquisition on Jewish reli-
gious, cultural and intellectual
life; the history of the Sephardim
in the lands of their dispersion
after the Expulsion; and modern
Sephardic cultural and religious
contributions to Jewish life.

Dr. Mark Kligman demonstrating interactive media for Sephardic
Studies at the HUC-JIR Faculty Retreat, June 2006.
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Program and USC Casden
Institute, on the Integration
of Sephardic Studies in cur-
riculum and new research in
the field.

The backbone of the project’s
many activities is an electronic
library of Sephardic texts, a
massive database involving
over three hundred and fifty
categories of Sephardic interest,
and a comprehensive curricu-
lum outline being compiled
by Cohen. Over the past four
years he has recovered and
compiled thousands of data,
culled from his years of research
in the archives and attics of uni-
versity and public libraries in
many lands, and from his own

extensive world-class collection
of original sources of
Sephardica from Roman times
until today. His collection in-
cludes, among many other
things, every source related to
Sephardic studies cited in the
entire Encyclopaedia Judaica,
where he served as editor for
three of its departments per-
taining to Sephardica. He says
that “you’d be surprised by
how much necessary stuff we
still do not have, but once this
project has been completed, it
will make available the whole
Sephardic world to our students.”

Cohen has compiled a 1700
page reader of original texts that
he has organized into 18

themes. He is nearing comple-
tion of the first three of 18
curriculum units, each of which
contains a 30-page outline of
the field, an appendix of maps
and charts, 2-3 pages of topics
and questions for masters and
doctoral dissertations, followed
by an approximately 200-entry
bibliography. Some 500 pages
of Cohen’s 1700 page reader
have already been digitized,
and the entire reader and cur-
riculum will soon be available
on the project’s website. Cohen
has been assisted by Sheida
Hakimian and Anita Rogers,
whose contributions he consid-
ers “indispensable to the
success of the project.”

Cohen estimates that his cur-
riculum will be completed by
2014, assuming that funding
and support continue past June
2008, when the Maurice Amado
Foundation will conclude its
grant. Rabbi Ellenson pledges
to continue the project, be-
cause he “believes that its
existence will enrich our stu-
dents immeasurably by granting
them access to the treasures
of the Sephardic heritage.
Not only will their intellectual
horizons be expanded, but
their ability to draw upon a
great host of customs and cere-
monies as they seek to facilitate
religious and spiritual journeys
for those whose lives they will
touch will be greatly deepened.”

Kligman has noticed a marked
change at the College-Institute
since the inception of the proj-
ect. “Faculty and students are
more aware of a wider variety of
Jewish texts. They have become
aware of writings of rabbis in the

Ottoman era and in Israel that
address interesting issues of
modernity that help gain a
larger view of Judaism. We find
that issues where Reform Judaism
is often at odds with Ashke-
nazic Orthodoxy – women’s
rights, tolerance, and accept-
ance of the non-Jewish world –
are addressed with a more open
spirit among Sephardic rabbis.
Our students now have greater
exposure to these ideas and to
recent scholarship.”

The Maurice Amado Founda-
tion grant has made possible
the annual offering of an elec-
tive in Sephardica that
previously was only offered in-
termittently, but now enjoys an
impressive annual enrollment.
Rabbi Ellenson applauds the
change, saying “it will put our
students in closer touch with
the cultural and religious reality
that informs half if not more of
the world’s Jews today.”

Throughout the years, Cohen
has served as the advisor for
countless students seeking to
write theses on Sephardic and
mizrahi (Jews of the Middle
East and North Africa) themes,
but since the project began, he
finds more students than ever
thirsty for knowledge on the
subject. Rabbi Allison Berry,
N ’07, whom Cohen recently
advised on her thesis on the
matriarchs and the Me-am
Lo’ez, a Sephardic Bible com-
mentary from Turkey, says that
her teacher inspired her “to
want to learn about a little
studied period of Jewish his-
tory – the Jews living in
Ottoman Turkey. The
Sephardic project is about

Professor Moshe Lazar’s Gift
In 2006, the Frances-Henry Library at HUC-JIR/Los Angeles received
the gift of a sizeable Sephardica collection from Professor Moshe
Lazar, Professor of Comparative Literature at the University of South-
ern California. The collection includes 1,200 items, in Hebrew,
Ladino, English, Spanish, French, and Yiddish.

On December 3, 2006 a reception was held to honor Professor
Lazar and to raise funds for the library. The event, which featured a
presentation by Dr. Mark Kligman, entitled Sephardic History and
Culture - Its Meaning for the 21st Century, was attended by nearly
100 people from the HUC-JIR and Sephardic communities, and
raised more than $17,000.
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OF
LOVE:

When asked how long he
has been working on the

Sephardic Curriculum Proj-
ect, Dr. Martin Cohen
answered, “68 years.”

“It reminds me of when I was
just getting started in rabbini-
cal school and ready to go out
to my first High Holy Day
pulpit,” he said. “All of the
members of our class were
assembled in synagogue in
Cincinnati, and they brought
Dr. Nathan Perilman, a rabbi
at Temple Emanu-El, to give
us a pep talk. He said ‘People
ask me, how long did it take
you to write your sermon last
week? I always say five hours
and 50 years.’”

So in these terms, Dr. Cohen
has been preparing to write
the definitive curriculum on
Sephardic Jewry for four years

and nearly seven decades.
He began at age 11 when he
met his first Spanish teacher,
Richard D. Abraham, a west-
ern Sephardic Jew born and
raised in Philadelphia, who
attended the same Reform
synagogue as members of his
family. “Dr. Abraham saw
that I had an interest and
aptitude, and gave me books
to read and suggestions for
study, and I got interested!”

Cohen inherited his zest
for education from his
family, who, with several
generations of rabbis, were
active in Orthodox, Conserva-
tive, and Reform synagogues
in Philadelphia. He received
his Hebrew education through
private tutoring under the eye

of his parents, who also
home schooled him
in secular subjects
before he was of
kindergarten
age.

Although Co-
hen’s family
preferred that
he study medi-
cine or law, he

was on a natural
trajectory toward

academia, pursuing
his interest in Spanish liter-

ature and the Jews known as
New Christians. Upon his
graduation from the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania at age
eighteen, he started a doctoral
program at that university
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opening doors to a part of
our heritage many of us have
forgotten but that shaped a
huge portion of Jewish thought
and ethics as we know them
today. Dr. Cohen’s goal is to
provide useable tools for future
scholars and students in order
to study this important genre
of Jewish history.” Her class-
mate and another of Cohen’s
students, Rabbi Lawrence Ser-
novitz, N ’07, notes that the
Sephardica project “is incredi-
bly important, not only for
historians, but also for all Jews
who care deeply about the sur-
vival and continuity of the
Jewish people.”

In the spring of 2004, Kligman
was asked to present on the
diversity of Sephardic liturgical
music at a board meeting of the
Maurice Amado Foundation.
“After the presentation, a
board member of the founda-
tion came up to me and asked
what I wanted the impact of
this project to be on HUC-JIR
students,” he relates. “I told
him I wanted students to see
the unique and diverse Jewish
world of the Sephardic com-
munity. He responded by
saying that as Americans we
identify with colonial American
history even though many of
our direct ancestors were not
in America. Given the values,
lives, and fortitude of these
pioneers, we are beholden to
their experiences. Likewise, it
was his hope that HUC-JIR
students will identify with
Sephardic Jewry as a part of
their own Jewish history. I
realized from this conversation
how this important goal is
our model.” �
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and was appointed to teach
Romance Languages. He
taught at Penn concurrently
with his graduate studies for
four years before he received
an appointment at Rutgers
University. Given his back-
ground, he was naturally
drawn to the investigation
of the Jewish contribution to
Iberian civilization, and after
receiving his master’s degree
and completing his doctoral

courses, he began, with the
encouragement of his profes-
sor, the distinguished Miguel
Romera-Navarro, a thesis on
religion in the work of Cer-
vantes, who is known to have
been favorably disposed to
the descendants of New Chris-
tians. In the meantime, with
the help of a friend, Rabbi
Theodore Gordon z”l, C ’33,
his family persuaded him to
turn to the rabbinate.

Cohen enlisted in the Air Force
during the Korean War, and
spent much of his spare time
preparing for advanced stand-
ing at HUC-JIR. “I even took
my psychological exams and
my psychiatric exam for HUC-
JIR while I was in the
military.”

Cohen met his wife, Dr.
Shelby Ruth Cohen (née
Brenner), at the University
of Pennsylvania’s International
House in 1948. They were
married five years later, just
before Cohen’s discharge from
the Air Force. Dr. Shelby Co-
hen is Professor of Applied
Psychology at Kean Univer-
sity, where she is now in her
thirty-eighth year of teaching.

Immediately following the Ko-
rean War, Cohen entered the
College as a second-year student,
and by March of his first year
in residence in Cincinnati, Co-
hen recalls, “I was told that the
College wanted me for its fac-
ulty.” Though he wanted to
complete his dissertation at the
University of Pennsylvania, the
administration urged him to
obtain his doctorate at HUC-
JIR instead, with a concentrat-
ion in Sephardic Hebrew texts.

Cohen came of age in this
niche at HUC-JIR and has
been for more than half a
century a part of the College

Institute’s history. He has
known five of its presidents:
Julian Morgenstern (President,
1921-1947) was President
Emeritus when Cohen arrived
at HUC-JIR, and taught a
course that Cohen took;
Nelson Glueck (1947-1971)
was his teacher in the rabbini-
cal program and brought
him onto the faculty; Alfred
Gottschalk (1971-1995) was
his classmate; Sheldon
Zimmerman (1996-2002)
and David Ellenson (2002-
present) were his students.

Cohen is recognized as one
of the foremost scholars in his
field. He has published five
books on Sephardic themes,
covering the cultural history
and accomplishments of con-
versos, Jews in Spain and
Portugal, and the history of
the Sephardic experience. His
well-known book, The Martyr:
The Story of a Secret Jew and
the Mexican Inquisition in the
Sixteenth Century has been
printed in two editions and
adapted as an opera, El Con-
quistador. He has penned
hundreds of articles and re-
views, and presented papers
throughout the United States
and Latin America. He is the
only Reform and Ashkenazic
Jew ever to serve as President
of the American Society of
Sephardic Studies, and in
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Dr. Martin Cohen (at right, third from top) among his classmates at
Ordination at HUC-JIR/Cincinnati in 1957.

Dr. Martin Cohen’s Madrid
National Library card.



1998 he gave the keynote address
at Santangel ’98, an international
conference on Sephardic studies
sponsored by the Dominican
University.

Cohen’s passion for this oeuvre
is transmitted to his students.
Rabbi Larry Sernovitz, N ’07
observes, “Dr. Cohen has in-
vested incredible time and effort
into uncovering the history and
beauty of Sephardic Judaism.
He cares deeply about producing
a comprehensive history of
Sephardic Judaism and all its
nuances for people to study and
honor for decades to come.”

Since joining the faculty, Cohen
has taught courses, now two per
year, on the development of early
rabbinic Judaism and Christian-
ity, and also writes and lectures
on Bible and modern Jewish
history when he is not teaching
or writing on Sephardica. While
working on the Sephardic
Curriculum Project, Cohen
has completed another book
on Sephardica, scheduled for
publication by the University
of Nebraska Press, and has been
approached to write a college text
on the Sephardic experience.
He hopes some day to finish
a 450-page book based on his

tract, Two Sister Faiths: Introduc-
tion to a Typological Approach to
Early Rabbinic Judaism and Early
Christianity.

Alongside this active academic
career, Cohen has always loved
the human side of his chosen
profession. “Even when I started
teaching,” he remembers, “the
administration knew that my
interest in going into the rab-
binate was primarily to be a
congregational rabbi. I love the
rabbinate. I just love it.” Cohen
speaks fondly of his years as
rabbi of various congregations,
including his assistantship at
Adath Israel in Louisville, Ken-

tucky and his senior interim po-
sition at the Stephen Wise Free
Synagogue in Manhattan.

Nowadays, however, his scholarly
pursuits prevent him from serving
in a rabbinical role. “My audiences
don’t like me to preach. They all
want me to lecture. I love to
preach. I miss that part. But I
get vicarious enjoyment from
my students, watching them de-
velop and seeing where they go.”

In many cases, his relationships
with students have lasted for
decades. He is the kind of
teacher thought of by many who
cross his path as a mentor, not
merely an instructor. Sernovitz
shares: “He is not only a true
chacham, a true scholar, but he
is an extremely gifted teacher
and inspirational rabbi. He has
had deep and profound impact
on me both professionally and
personally. As I was studying
Sephardic Judaism with him
as well as writing my thesis, he
was patient, caring, insightful,
and challenged me to produce
high quality work in a risk-free

environment, one where he
supported me entirely along the
way.” Rabbi Allison Berry, N ’07
adds, “His gentle manner inspired
me to work harder and to truly
love what I learned from him.”

Rabbi David Ellenson under-
stands why generations of
students feel this closeness.
“As a teacher and mentor, no
one has been more caring. His
classes have always been filled
with exceptional depth and real
intellectual excitement.”

Cohen has advised more than
100 theses, most of them in
Sephardica, in his half century
of teaching at HUC-JIR, and
he shows no sign of slowing down.
A man of tremendous energy, he
recalls that “when I was an assis-
tant rabbi in Kentucky, I used to
commute back and forth from
to Cincinnati to Louisville. In
those days my energy level was
so high I could get by with two
hours sleep. As Confucius said,
‘Choose a job you love, and you
will never have to work a day in
your life.’” �

Dr. Martin Cohen teaching at HUC-JIR/New York.
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Dr. Martin Cohen has been a beloved teacher and
mentor to students for over fifty years.
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If we were in a theater waiting for a per-
formance instead of listening to a lecture,
the curtain would be closed and you

would have a printed program, where I
would be able to thank the institution –
this amazing place – and my students
who gave me an incredible ride last Fall.

Then you might get a kind of prologue for
this theater experience: Last year I was asked
to come before the American Bankers Associ-
ation to do a session on creativity. Over 40
bankers showed up, and I asked them what
they think about creativity. It turns out that
their idea of creativity is really narrow. To
them, it means wild abandonment, total un-
control, everything going berserk. I left them
with a list of my ideas about creativity, a little
less narrow than their definition.

Rattle around in other people’s universes.
Embrace paradox. Hold two ideas in your
head at once, and find something to respect
at both ends of the spectrum. Don’t confuse
originality with creativity. Creativity is thou-

sands and thousands of variations and is at
the tip of our fingers every single second.
I can’t say the same about originality. Learn
how to frame things really big and how to
frame things really small. Frame things big
and you can get out of the personal and
your problems. You can find amazing ways
to connect. And frame things small, because
nothing is too small to notice.

Finally, turn discomfort into inquiry. I’m
just finishing a project working with geneti-
cists. At one point I spent an hour with Eric
Wieschaus, who is a Nobel Laureate, looking
at flies through his microscope. I asked him,
“How do you come up with the question
that you want to spend the next bunch of
years of your life on?” And he said, “I am
fueled by my ignorance.” Isn’t that beautiful?
Because there are many ways to deal with
ignorance, one of which is to feel humiliated
and to go about trying to chase away that
feeling. Whereas there’s another way, which
is to use it as fuel for what you want to
come to understand.

So, that’s the prologue, the amazing potential
in creativity.

Next, the curtain would open, and if I were
giving you a dance and not a lecture, you
would see three pools of light on the stage,
and three little stories going at the same time.
And you could be picking up images from
each story. You would be able to stir them
up yourself just by watching, and you would
be able to make something of it. Try to imag-
ine the possibility that the stories that I will
tell you are all simultaneous.

Here is the first pool of light: I just got back
from Japan, where I met with one of the chief
corporate funders of Japanese art. After we
said hello and exchanged our cards, he just lit

DAILY ACTS OF CREATION:

Excerpts of the Laurie Lecture

presented on March 22, 2007

at HUC-JIR/New York, with

the support of The Blanche and

Irving Laurie Foundation and

theWomen’s Rabbinic Network,

in honor of the Rabbi Sally J.

Priesand Visiting Professorship

in JewishWomen’s Studies

Rabbi Sally J. Priesand and Liz Lerman

Art, Imagination, and Hope in the 21st Century
Liz Lerman, Rabbi Sally J. Priesand Visiting Professor, HUC-JIR/New York
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into me: “We do not want American artists
here. Go away. We do not want to be influ-
enced by you.” Well, because of years of
working on negative feedback in the art world,
I have learned to listen for the question I wish
he’d asked me and respond with that. So I
said back to him, “What an interesting ques-
tion, the issue of influence.” And then I said
to him, “I’m Jewish. The thing about the
Jewish people is that we have allowed our-
selves to be influenced for thousands of years.
We understand the hyphen better than any-
body. We know how to take in glorious
pieces of information and beauty from other
cultures. But we also know when to halt, put
a stop to it and say, no, that’s far enough.”

It led me to a very long and still involved
meditation on what does it mean to be
influenced. And what does it mean to be
influential, and what of my own tools do
I want to impart, and when is it too much?
That’s one pool of light on stage.

The second pool of light: When I left for
college in 1965, I left Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
and a beautiful tree-lined street with the elms
arching gracefully over the center. One year
when I came back for winter break, all the
trees were gone. Dutch elm disease had rav-
ished the Midwest. That spring, my mother
told me over the phone that Milwaukee Public
Works had planted a city full of new trees - all
maple. She said, “What do they think is going
to happen in 25 years? There’s going to be a
maple disease, and all the trees are going to go.
When are they going to understand diversity?”

The third pool of light: I spent ten years
teaching dance in a retirement home a couple
of miles from my house. One day, early on,
there was a little lady sitting in the back who
always had on a big, big coat, no matter how
warm it was, and the place was often over-
heated. I was just getting to know the place,
so I went up to her and said, “You know, it’s

really hot in here. Why don’t you just take
your coat off?” And she started to take it off,
but the nurse who was nearby said, “Oh, no,
no, she never takes her coat off,” at which the
woman immediately put the coat back on.
The nurse felt terrible. I mean the minute it
was out of her mouth, she knew she’d lost a
great opportunity. I was struck by the role of
the outsider in this scenario. I didn’t know
this woman. I had no idea what her patterns
were, and sometimes that’s really good. It’s re-
ally good to have outsiders in your midst.

I’ll bring the power of the outsider a little
closer to home. Through my work with
Synagogue 2000, I was able to make some
wonderful visits to synagogues. One day I was
a guest at a synagogue in Boston, where I was
leading a group of traditional scholars. We
were sitting in the little library, and the group
had just finished praying, and when it was my
turn to begin, I said, “Well, let’s put our prayer
books on the floor so we can start moving.”

“The books on the floor?” (Telling the lady
“take your coat off” is fine. But “put the
books on the floor?” Not so fine.) But I didn’t
know that that was a bad thing to do then, so
they explained to me that you can’t put God’s
name on the floor. I said, “Well, you know,
I’m a dancer. And when I teach, I always start
everybody on the floor. And I always say to
them, ‘Let the floor support you. Let the
earth come up under you and hold you. Just
let go for a minute and feel that support.’” So
I said to the group, “Don’t you think God
would like that just for a minute?” And then
I gave them the choice. An interesting mo-
ment around innovation and tradition.

So, in our dance so far, we have three pools of
light. And we have three stories laid out. And
we have three ideas. As the choreographer, I’ll
start pulling these together.

To do so I’m drawn to yet another story. I
was in Hawaii to do a project, and I met a

woman who is a Kuma Hula, a hula master.
I went to her school so that we could teach a
class together. She started chanting in this in-
credible language and this beautiful voice.
And what she said was “bring your ancestors.
Bring all your ancestors. Bring them into the
room. Bring them, all of them, everyone that
you’ve ever loved or who’s loved you, bring
them all.” It was incredible. I had the room
filled with my Jewish ancestors. I had the
room filled with all those old pictures from
my wall at home, family members I had
never met. And then she said, “You’re not
alone. You never were.” Isn’t that beautiful?

My grandfather left Russia, walked across the
country, and ended up in Milwaukee. He left
Russia because he wanted to avoid the pogroms,
and by then he’d also already been a revolu-
tionary in the first revolution of 1904-5. My
father was the embodiment of a great Jewish
spirit. He lived his Jewish commitment on a
daily basis, and he made sure we knew that.
We spent a Christmas day, which is my birth-
day, marching with Father Groppi (perhaps
that’s a name some of you remember), one of
the great civil rights organizers from the Mid-
west, in the freezing cold of Milwaukee. And
my father turned to me and said, “This is
what it means to be Jewish.” This is what I
mean by the embodiment. It was action, do-
ing. My mother used to tell me everyday, “If
you want to be an artist, you better learn to
stand up for yourself. You better discover your
own voice.” This is in contrast to my father:
“You want to be a good Jew, you serve the
world.” So with those two influences you can
see why I’m standing here.

So far on our stage, we’ve had three stories,
and then we pulled them together. We
brought in the ancestors so the dance came
to the center. Now we get to the meat of the
dance. Spending the semester at this campus,
two things came up a lot that I wanted to re-
flect upon with you. One is the nature of our
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identity. We must not base our identity on
the fact that bad things have happened to us.
It simply doesn’t work. It’s very powerful to
be in opposition, you build up good muscles,
but the minute the source of opposition is
gone, the weaknesses show up. I don’t see
how we’re going to build our identity on
something other than opposition unless we
engage in artistic practices and do good in the
world.

The second is the idea of innovation in the
midst of tradition. When I came here, I
thought I was coming to teach three things:
how to use the body as a ritual object, where
rabbis, cantors, and teachers become vessels;
how to explore text through movement; and
how to use ensemble and improvisational
techniques from dance and theater to help
build congregational life. We did all those
things. This is a grand set of post-modern
tools that I’ve spent 33 years building in my
choreographic world. I love these tools, and
it’s so much fun to share them. But what we
talked about most was dealing with change.
What happens when you bring new things
into tradition, and all of the discomfort,
fear, and particularly loss that accompanies
such innovation.

My rabbi, Danny Zemel, once said to me,
“I think that God is most Godlike when God
is creating. So, if people are created in God’s
image, then do you suppose people are most
Godlike when they’re creating?” I liked that,
and it made me go back and reread some of
the texts on creation. When we first meet
God in the Bible, there’s all that chaos. I like
to wonder how long God was in that chaos
before God decided to organize it, because
a lot of us, like me, enjoy chaos. And then
God begins creating by making distinctions.
I think it means that making distinctions is
a very creative act. It’s also a deadly political
act, an act of enormous power. You know
how when you pick up something and it
belongs in two files, and you wonder what
to do with it? Just look at Genesis. Day is

not night, that’s clear; but where would you
put dawn and dusk, really?

Once you make distinctions between things,
for example between ballet and modern dance;
between being an artist and being an educator,
then you put walls up between the distinc-
tions. Then you build institutions around the
walls that you put up around those distinc-
tions. And pretty soon, you can’t get between
them. At the college level studying dance, if
you want to be a choreographer and an edu-
cator, you can’t. There’s probably not a single
institution in this country that would train
any artist in education. You have to choose
between being an educator and being a maker.
We are so bereft because of that. Each field is
weakened, because choreographers are going
to be much better choreographers if they’re
also teaching. And believe me, teachers will
be much better teachers if they’re still in
touch with that element of making.

So I began to talk of, instead of distinctions,
permeable membranes. This allows me, for
example, to be involved in a community
project in which I can demand incredible
artistic rigor from people who may not have
ever danced before. And at the same time be
in touch with the fact that there may be some
healing going on. I can move between those
worlds. I have to move between those worlds.
I want to move between those worlds.

The second problem of making distinctions
is we didn’t just put the distinctions down
sideways. We actually piled them hierarchi-
cally. When we say, for example, ballet is
more important than modern, concert forms
are more important than folk forms, rabbis
are more important than cantors, we’re mak-
ing hierarchical distinctions. I really don’t like
that very much, because it’s just not true. It’s
not the truth of my experience. In my world,
I find it easy teaching dance to old people
while at the same time, my company may be
performing at the Kennedy Center. I don’t
want anybody to tell me that the Kennedy

Center is more important than teaching
dance to old people. I want to live in a world
where I can move between these things. Not
just because they’re permeable, but because
the value and importance of both things mat-
ter to me.

This matters to Jews and Jewish leaders. Be-
cause if you’re going to deal with innovation
and tradition, you have to come to a place of
understanding. It is not “here’s tradition” and
“here’s innovation.” And it is not all about in-
novation to the detriment of tradition. You
have to be able to hold the two ideas at the
same time.

We also discussed performance. My students
seemed concerned about being able to pray at
the same time they’re leading prayer. That
seemed like such an interesting, curious prob-
lem to me. I think if you asked performers
of all kinds, you would find many variations
to that question from inside the art world.
I think what the question really demands is a
reexamination of what everybody thinks they
mean by praying. My suspicion is that by fa-
cilitating the prayer of others, one is in deep
prayer, deep. It just doesn’t feel the same.

I sense that often Jews are afraid to get into
their bodies during prayer because they think
if they get into their bodies, they’ll loose their
minds. It’s not exactly wrong because a lot
of sacred dance forms are about reaching
an ecstatic state. But my experience and what
I’m interested in is hardly about losing your
mind, but rather some deep connection,
where the link between our minds and our
bodies is so fast, and the learning is so huge,
and the imagination is so animated. That’s
what I think is really possible.

Let the curtain come down. �

DAILY ACTS OF CREATION:
Art, Imagination, and Hope in the 21st Century
(continued)



T he Leadership Institute for
Congregational School Ed-
ucators (LICSE), initiated

three years ago with a $1.8 million
grant from UJA-Federation of
New York, has enhanced the lead-
ership capacity of the inaugural
cohort of 52 educators of Reform,
Conservative, Reconstructionist,
and Orthodox synagogue schools.
With a second grant of $1.9 million
from UJA-Federation of New
York, this transdenominational
program, co-sponsored by HUC-
JIR and the Jewish Theological
Seminary (JTS), is recruiting a
second group of synagogue edu-
cators from the tri-state New York
area for training that will begin in
January 2008.

“This historic initiative allows
the seminaries of the Reform
and Conservative Movements
to work together to further the
professional skills, Judaic knowl-
edge, and vision for leadership of
congregational school educators
influencing the Jewish education
and identity formation of over
30,000 children in this region,”
explained Dr. Evie Rotstein,
LICSE Project Director. “We are
so grateful to UJA-Federation of
New York for their visionary com-
mitment to congregational school
education through a grant that
translates to $50,000 per educator.”

Rabbi Steven Brown, Ed.D., of
JTS, said, “The LICSE is a pio-
neering and most successful effort
to raise the self image and profes-
sional leadership skills of synagogue
school educators. It has raised the
bar on what synagogue school
leadership should be and energized
a deepening commitment to the
excellence of synagogue schools
on the part of the participants
and their superb mentors.”

LEADERSHIP,
JUDAIC KNOWLEDGE,
AND PEDAGOGY:
THE LEADERSHIP
INSTITUTE FOR
CONGREGATIONAL
SCHOOL EDUCATORS
Elizabeth McNamara Mueller

Congregational school educators
involved in an activity to explore
both personal and professional
connections to Israel.
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“UJA-Federation has demon-
strated a strong commitment to
supporting and strengthening
congregational religious schools.
Partnering with HUC-JIR and
JTS to create the Leadership In-
stitute for Congregational School
Educators was a natural fit for
us,” said Alisa Rubin Kurshan,
Senior Vice President for Strate-
gic Planning and Organizational
Resources at UJA-Federation of
New York. “This initiative gives
congregational school leaders in
our area an opportunity to focus
on vision, leadership, and peda-
gogy, and to deepen their own
Jewish knowledge. This in turn
will empower participants to im-

plement constructive change and
maximize the potential of their
synagogue schools.”

Guided by the vision of HUC-
JIR’s New York School of
Education and JTS’s William
Davidson Graduate School of
Jewish Education, the LICSE
stands on “three pillars” – lead-
ership, Judaic knowledge and
pedagogy – which serve as the
organizing principles for each of
the Leadership Institute’s profes-
sional development experiences.

The leadership component is
designed to strengthen each

participant’s skills and identity
as a Jewish leader as well as intro-
duce participants to research on
effective educational practices.
The Judaic knowledge compo-
nent enables participants to
study text on a regular basis and
to incorporate these texts into
their work with faculty and fami-
lies. The pedagogic track helps
educators strengthen their teach-
ing skills and communicate
about Jewish learning effectively.

Over the next two-and-a-half
year period, the next LICSE co-
hort of educators will participate
in two ten-day intensive Summer

Seminars, eleven one- or two-day
symposia, and a ten-day Israel
Seminar. A personal mentor is
assigned to guide and supervise
each educator, culminating in
the design of an Action Research
Project. Grants of $2,000 are
provided to facilitate the imple-
mentation of these projects in
the congregational schools. Small
grants are also available for partic-
ipants to create an Individualized
Learning Plan with their men-
tors. All New York seminars and
symposia take place on the
HUC-JIR and JTS campuses.

THE LEADERSHIP
INSTITUTE FOR
CONGREGATIONAL
SCHOOL EDUCATORS
(continued)

The LICSE cohort at Leo Baeck High School in Haifa, Israel, during their ten-day Israel Seminar.
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The inaugural cohort completed
its two-year program in April
2007. An evaluation report by
the Jewish Educational Services
of North America (JESNA
Report, November 2006)
highlighted the program’s
achievements and the opportu-
nities for those who will join the
second cohort. It noted substan-
tive growth in the participants’
professional skills and knowl-
edge, as well as their confidence,
self-image, and leadership capac-
ity. The report described how
the LICSE enabled participants
to create a shared language and
framework for addressing Jewish
educational issues and how the
various workshops enabled
them to develop new strategies
for professional development
for staff, including text study,
curriculum design, and denomi-
national learning.

Participants from the first cohort
attest to the personal and profes-
sional transformations that
occurred. Educator Judy Jaffe,
of Congregation Shomrei Emu-
nah in Montclair, NJ, said,
“Two years after being selected
to participate in the Leadership
Institute, I am not the same per-
son. The Institute transformed
my practices and outlook. I
learned from the best in the
fields of education and Judaism
as well as from my colleagues,
who I now call my friends. This
was the most outstanding
learning I have done in my
professional life.”

Sara Losch, from Barnert Tem-
ple in Franklin Lakes, NJ,

added, “The Leadership Insti-
tute rounded out the rough
edges of professional insecurity,
softened the lines of confusion,
and strengthened my areas of
weakness. The outcome was
both fun and fulfilling.”

The JESNA report praised the
Israel Seminar – a period of in-
tensive study in Israel about the
application of Israel studies into
their curricula – as well as the
preparations and follow-up for
this Seminar. This experience en-
abled participants to enhance
their personal and professional
connection to Israel and stimu-
late their thinking about their
vision for Israel education and
their role as Israel educators.

The evaluation pointed to men-
torship as a significant aspect of
the program, whereby the educa-
tors were given valued support
for problem-solving and reflec-
tive practice. Each participant
met monthly with a personal
mentor, drawn from the LICSE’s
cadre of mentors from the field
of Jewish education, to work on
their Individualized Learning
Plan and Action Research Proj-
ect, which implemented a
change project within their
school, and for guidance regard-
ing any issues that arose in their
school. The report noted that the
Leadership Institute also rein-
forced and expanded the
mentors’ mentoring skills and
professional knowledge and
strengthened their performance
in the areas emphasized by the
Leadership Institute, particularly
with regard to reflective practice,

improving communication skills,
articulating Jewish educational
vision, and engaging in collabo-
rative decision-making.

Cathy Deutchman, a partici-
pant from the Community
Synagogue of Rye in Westch-
ester, NY, explained that “the
Leadership Institute helped me
personally and professionally.
I was able to have a wonderful
mentor to support and encour-
age me and an entire group of
professional educators to learn
from. I literally would not be
where I am today without having
gone through this experience.”

Mentors, like Ira Wise from
Congregation B’nai Israel in
Bridgeport, CT, also gained
from the program. Wise said,
“The Leadership Institute has
provided me with the most
significant professional growth
since I finished graduate school.
The teachers, participants, and
mentors form a community
of praxis that will continue
for many years.”

Lisa Pressman, of Temple Shalom
in Chevy Chase, MD, noted
that “the quality of the work-
shops and experiences were
exceptional and touched upon
a vast array of issues pertinent
to my work as an education
director. The diversity of our
lecturers and our cohort allowed
for the sharing of ideas across
a broad spectrum of Jewish life.
All this was done within a car-
ing framework that created a
community of learners and
friends that will last for years.”

Jo Kay, Director of HUC-JIR’s
New York School of Education,
echoed the importance of rela-
tionships developed through
LICSE – relationships that con-
tinue among participants and
mentors across denominational
lines. “It became clear quite
early in the program that there
was much to be learned, not
only from the faculty teaching
at the Institute, but from one
another. Regional principal
groups, which are organized
by denominational Movement,
now meet together several times
a year. This openness and mu-
tual respect might not have
developed if not for the oppor-
tunity to study together over
a significant period of time.”

Kay is optimistic that the second
cohort will have equal success.
“I look forward to working with,
and getting to know, the partici-
pants in the second cohort of the
LISCE. It has been a rewarding
and enriching experience for
everyone involved.”

To qualify, educators must have
at least two full years of experi-
ence leading a congregational
school and must also demonstrate
support from their congregation’s
Rabbi, Board President, and
Education Chair. �

Further information is available
at www.leader-institute.org or by
contacting Dr. Evie Rotstein, Proj-
ect Director, at (212) 824-2248
or erotstein@huc.edu.
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According to the 2000-2001 United Jewish Communities’ Na-
tional Jewish Population Study, fewer than half of American
Jews belong to a synagogue, and the affiliated number further

drops when studying single Jews in their twenties and thirties. Statisti-
cally there is a ‘twenty year gap’ between b’nai mitzvah and a return to
organized Judaism – these Jews often only return to synagogue life
when they themselves become parents. And with Jews having fewer
children and waiting longer to have them, Jews in their twenties and
thirties may remain uninvolved in synagogues or Jewish organizations
for years. Traditional Jewish institutions frequently hold little appeal
or relevance to Generation X and Y Jews.

However, studies also show that younger Jews are connecting to their
religion and heritage in their own ways and on their own terms.
While they may not feel attached to institutionalized Judaism, they
often are inclined to participate in their religion if it is made pertinent
to their lifestyles. Dr. Steven M. Cohen, Research Professor of Jewish
Social Policy at HUC-JIR, recently completed a study with Dr. Ari
Kelman from the University of California - Davis. The study, “The
Continuity of Discontinuity,” found “young Jews, who remain single
later in life, comprise a population for which traditional ‘family-ori-
ented’ institutions have little appeal.” But they “are inventing new
communal outlets and projects that reflect their individuality.”

During their years at the Cincinnati, Los Angeles, and New York
campuses of HUC-JIR, future rabbis and cantors take on student
pulpits that allow them to prepare for the leadership roles they will
assume after ordination and investiture. Outreach is a primary issue
that all HUC-JIR students reflect upon in their classes, when working
with mentors, and through innovative programs and curricula. Stu-
dents participate in ‘Adventure Rabbi’ training to create spiritual
experiences in the outdoors, and in the Gerecht Family Institute for
Outreach and Conversion program. The Gerecht program, run with
the Union for Reform Judaism’s Outreach Department, helps rab-
binical and cantorial students learn how to create a welcoming
community for those interested in learning about Jewish life. HUC-
JIR students also have had the opportunity to participate in four-day
intensive programs at Congregation Emanuel in Denver and Temple
Israel in Boston to learn about those synagogues’ great and tangible
successes through strategic outreach.

Most HUC-JIR alumni face the problem of the ‘twenty year gap’
wherever their pulpit or organization, and many are drawing from
their leadership training at HUC-JIR to develop new outreach strate-
gies. Young alumni are making it their mission to reach out to

Generations X and Y on new terms, while still retaining core Reform
Jewish values and traditions. HUC-JIR alumni are pursuing connections
to unaffiliated young Jews and are engaging them through innovative
cultural, spiritual, and educational programs, groups, and activities.

Rabbi Andy Bachman, N ’96, founded
Brooklyn Jews in 2003 along with his
wife, attorney Rachel Altstein. Brooklyn
Jews’ core beliefs include “forging a mean-
ingful connection to Jewish life through
spirituality and community.” They reach
out to unaffiliated Jews through social jus-
tice activities, classes, ‘indie-minyans,’ and
‘Jewltide’ – their annual Christmas Eve
party. Often, these events are situated in
settings like art galleries, parks, and wine
bars, away from the traditional synagogue
or community center.

A year ago, Rabbi Bachman took on the position of Senior Rabbi at
Congregation Beth Elohim in Brooklyn, a formerly aging congrega-
tion that he has helped revitalize by reaching out to the changing
Brooklyn community and through his connections from Brooklyn
Jews. The synagogue has seen a significant increase in membership
and activity since Rabbi Bachman joined.

Rabbi Darren Levine, N ’03, is Executive
Director of Manhattan’s Jewish Commu-
nity Project Downtown (JCP), whose
community is “as diverse as this city: indi-
viduals, families, kids, adults, Reform,
Conservative, Orthodox, observant, secular,
straight, GLBTQ, spiritually connected,
single-faith, multifaith, interfaith, journey-
ing, searching, and everything in between.”
Rabbi Levine says, “JCP community

Congregation Beth
Elohim’s Shabbat Picnic
led by Rabbi Andy
Bachman, Prospect
Park, Brooklyn, NY
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Rabbi Darren Levine, Executive Director,
Jewish Community Project Downtown, New York, NY

WITHIN AND BEYOND THE
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members come from all backgrounds and have one thing in common:
we want to create a Jewish experience that is meaningful and relevant
to our lives and the lives of our families.” JCP founded the first Jewish
preschool below Canal Street to serve families living in downtown
Manhattan neighborhoods and 70 children currently attend. JCP re-
cently opened a 10,000 square foot space in TriBeCa that holds
Shabbat potlucks, holiday celebrations, lectures, the preschool, and

adult education classes. This year, Rabbi
Levine brought Rabbi Erica Greenbaum,
N ’07, on staff as the inaugural Director
of Jewish Life. Rabbi Greenbaum, who
also earned her Master of Arts in Reli-
gious Education, NYSOE ‘03, sees
“Jewish learning as its own access point
for a rapidly changing population.” JCP
offers adult education classes that include
Hebrew, ‘Judaism 101’, and Rosh Chodesh
groups, all designed to encourage adults to
“re-embrace Judaism from a more sophis-
ticated place.”

Like Rabbi Bachman’s neighborhood-
centric model that made Brooklyn Jews a success, Rabbi Levine is “a
big believer in foot-traffic Judaism.” He sees JCP’s success in “engag-
ing people where they are currently in their lives.” He says, “People
want to take charge of their Jewish lives. We engage them in leader-
ship and have a deep volunteer structure. A traditional spoon-fed style
of Jewish life creates a lay leadership vacuum.”

JCP’s new building, on a busy downtown Manhattan street, allows
them to attract a diverse group of Jews. One enters the building into
the café and the space can hold many different types of programs and
events. The building is open for families to drop by to have coffee
with other adults and to let their children socialize in the play-area.
JCP also holds more formal worship events and their inaugural High
Holy Day services drew a sell-out crowd of 300.

Rabbi Levine asks, “How do unaffiliated Jews connect with a Jewish
community today and at the same time how do we give people who
are already engaged in Jewish life the feeling that what’s going on in
this space is really deeply meaningful?” He says, “That tension is what
we think about all the time in terms of how we program.We have mu-
sic classes and intense Jewish study for children, so we will get families
who are interested in Jewish culture and also families who want seri-
ous Jewish training for their child. You have many entry points.”

HUC-JIR alumni are facing “a population of young Jews who are very
sophisticated,” according to Rabbi Levine. “They’re not going to the
synagogue first so we need to meet people where they are.”

Rabbi Howard Goldsmith, N ’07, serves as the Assistant Rabbi at Tem-
ple Emanu- El in Manhattan and has
been charged with reinvigorating the
younger Jewish population in the area.
He also believes younger Jews are urbane
and do not respond to traditional insti-
tutions. Rabbi Goldsmith says,
“Generation X distrusts institutions and
Generation Y sees institutions as com-
pletely irrelevant. They are different
from the Baby Boomers in that they
don’t get everything they want from one

place – especially the synagogue.” He believes that this demographic
craves authenticity and does not want to feel that an institution is dic-
tating religion. He says, “People in this group have a spiritual yearning
but they are currently unaffiliated.” His target group includes Jews in
their twenties and thirties, interfaith partners, the GLBTQ commu-
nity, singles, and couples. He thinks the customary ‘Jewish singles
group’ that synagogues often offer is not inclusive enough or relevant
to this group.

These younger adult Jews are looking for a community and Rabbi
Goldsmith is in the planning stages of how to engage them. He is or-
ganizing study sessions in homes, Shabbat services in a park, a monthly
participatory service, and other activities that, he says, “have a low
risk and only ask people to commit to one night.” He believes that
“people in this group have a spiritual yearning, they have a calling for
something greater, but they do not have the tools. If your last Jewish
experience was your bar or bat mitzvah, you are like a lawyer practic-
ing with the Social Studies education of an eighth grader.”

Another group in development is at
Temple Chai in Phoenix, Arizona.
Rabbi Evon Yakar, C ’07, is responsible
for developing a “twenties and thirties
group of single, committed, married,
and married-with-young-children
Jews.” The staff at Temple Chai sees the
development of this group as the “gate-
way to synagogue life for this

Rabbi Howard Goldsmith,
Temple Emanu- El, New
York, New York

Rabbi Erica Greenbaum,
Director of Jewish Life,
Jewish Community
Project Downtown,
New York, NY

Rabbi Evon Yakar, Temple
Chai, Phoenix, Arizona

REACHING OUT TO A NEW
GENERATION OF JEWS Elizabeth
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community.” Yakar says, “Our vision is that this community is about
relationships built on many and varied ongoing conversations.”

Sarah Cohen, SJCS ’02, interned at
Stephen S. Wise Temple during her years
at HUC-JIR and, after receiving her Mas-
ter's in Jewish Communal Service, was
hired as the Director of Membership
there. She was the coordinator of their
twenties and thirties ‘W Group’ and, at
the 2005 biennial, was awarded URJ’s
Belin Award for her programming work.

Cohen brings her experience to her current position as Membership
Director of Temple Chai, where she is “concentrating on recruiting
and integrating new members and evaluating and creating new commu-
nity-building programs.” Cohen is working with Yakar to develop the
twenties and thirties group and they hope to help younger commu-
nity members “engage, or in some cases, re-engage, with Judaism, all
in a fun, warm, welcoming, low-key environment.”

HUC-JIR alumni who are developing young adults groups in syna-
gogues can look to the successes at Temple Emanu-El in Dallas. After
his ordination, Rabbi Oren Hayon, C ‘04, joined the clergy there.
With a membership of over 2,700 families, each of Emanu-El’s four
rabbis acts as liaison to specific demographic groups. Rabbi Hayon
works with the young adults group – congregants aged 21 through
39 who are married, single, with or without children. Prior to Rabbi
Hayon’s tenure, the congregation had been an aging one, with a small
number of unaffiliated young adults only occasionally attending
services or the ‘singles’ and ‘married’ young adult groups. With en-
couragement from the Board of Trustees, Rabbi Hayon began
expanding programming and running aggressive marketing campaigns
targeting this group. TheTemple used age-appropriate advertising in
Starbucks, local gyms, and independent movie theaters. There was an
early positive response to edgier activities and the merging of singles
and married young adult groups. Rabbi Hayon led a Jewish poetry
study session in a beer garden, a study of the Scroll of Esther in a Mexi-
can restaurant, and multimedia comparisons of rock and roll and hip
hop’s relationships to scripture. These outside access points attracted
hundreds of young Jews from the Dallas community.

Since the early events, the congregation has hired a part time Young
Adults Coordinator and has introduced a significant dues reduction
for this group. Jews aged 21 through 39 are now the fastest-growing de-
mographic at the temple. Rabbi Hayon says, “The Board of Trustees
was very supportive and willing to be really bold to invest so much in
this group. The young adults group has acted as an escalator to move
people back into congregational life.”

Rabbi Hayon credits the early targeted marketing, creative and relevant
programming, and electronic communication with much of the
success. “If you have a friend of a friend who is Jewish, it’s so easy to
forward on the materials. We put a lot of time and energy into elec-

tronic marketing and have reached many new members this way.”
The synagouge has added podcasts of its rabbis’ sermons, available on
their website for current and prospective members.

The young adults group has expanded and now draws over 400 people
to its annual Rosh Hashanah service, which is followed by an ‘apple
martini and honey cake’ reception. Members also attend social justice
programs, service activities, and monthly themed Shabbat dinners. Sub-
groups, such as young adults with children, business networking
groups, and chavurot have also stemmed from the group.

“Generation X and Y don’t build relationships with organizations, we
build them with people,” says Rabbi Hayon. “Our programs are rele-
vant, cool, and interesting, and attendees stick around and realize the
benefit of Temple membership. We have lowered the barriers to entry.”

HUC-JIR continues to work with current students on outreach and is
implementing a comprehensive leadership preparation program into
the curriculum. This program will help students continue to envision
their post-graduation, ordination, and investiture leadership posi-
tions, and to consider their great potential for outreach, within and
beyond the synagogue. �

REACHING OUT TO A NEW GENERATION OF JEWS (continued)

Sarah Cohen, Temple
Chai, Phoenix, Arizona

Rabbi Oren Hayon and
young adults group mem-
bers at Rosh Hashanah
‘apple martini and honey
cake’ reception, Temple
Emanu-El, Dallas, Texas

Electronic marketing materials for
‘Burgers and Beer,’ young adults
group membership cultivation event,
Temple Emanu-El, Dallas, Texas

Temple Chai’s twenties and thirties group, Phoenix, Arizona



Forty years ago, the Six Day War of June
1967 sparked the Soviet Jewry movement –
a Jewish awakening and the beginning of
organized activities by individuals and small
groups in the Soviet Union that led to public,
large-scale activism throughout the USSR
and around the world.

Many members of the HUC-JIR community
participated in this historic struggle to advo-
cate for human rights: the right to renew Jewish
identity and heritage, the right to immigrate
to Israel, and the right to nurture Jewish cul-
ture, language, and religion in the USSR.

For those who came of age during the 1960s
through the 1980s, the Soviet Jewry movement
was a decisive experience in their formation
as Jewish leaders. Furthermore, their activism
on behalf of this cause was part of a larger
Jewish and societal era of political ferment,
ranging from demonstrations against the war
in Vietnam and activism on behalf of civil
rights and women’s rights, to advocacy for the
State of Israel and the Middle East peace
process, among other causes.

HUC-JIR is grateful for the contribu-
tion of personal anecdotes, archival
documents, and other materials by
members of the HUC-JIR community,
of which selections appear here. Please
add your memories to this collection,
which will be preserved by the American
Jewish Archives at HUC-JIR/Cincinnati.
Contact: Kevin Proffitt, American
Jewish Archives, 3101 Clifton Avenue,
Cincinnati, OH 45220-2488 or
kproffitt@huc.edu

The Osipov Balalaika Russian Ballet
was coming to perform at the Michigan

State University Auditorium. Since the local
Jewish organizations were doing nothing
about this performance and only the Jewish
Defense League was protesting, I decided
that I would join forces with them. The local
group in East Lansing was not as radical
or violent as Rabbi Meir Kahane's group in
Brooklyn, I had learned. To assure myself
that the protest would be peaceful, I went
to meet them before the demonstration.
Somehow, my involvement as well as my
application to HUC-JIR got back to the
campus Hillel rabbi. He called me to his
office one day and threatened me. “We
have built a harmonious and peaceful co-
existence between Jews and Gentiles here.
This demonstration threatens that. It's
just a cultural event –
nothing more, nothing
less. If you lend your
name to this, and you
participate in this, I will
personally call HUC-
JIR and tell them not
to admit you into their
rabbinical program.”

His tirade had the
complete opposite
effect on me. I went
ahead and did partici-
pate. Not long
afterward, I received
the letter inviting me to
HUC-JIR in Cincinnati, Ohio for my admis-
sions interview. The rest, as they say, is history.

Soon after the collapse of the Soviet
Union, Alaska became a popular stop for

Russians and Russian Jews learning to be free
and to work in a non-Communist society.
The night before Rosh Hashanah, I was intro-
duced to the Governor of Birobidzhan, the
Russian Jewish Autonomous State established
by Stalin near the Chinese-Russian border,
who was leading a delegation to Alaska to
learn about oil and gas development. In the
course of the conversation he revealed that
while he had been going to Yiddish theater
his whole life he had never been to a syna-
gogue. I invited him to attend Erev Rosh
Hashanah services the next night.

With no Federation or other Jewish agencies
in Alaska, Congregation Beth Sholom became
the resettlement agency for Russian Jews in

Alaska. We formed
a partnership with
Catholic Social
Services as well
as several immigra-
tion attorneys to
help us with the
resettlement work,
and were able to
settle several
Russian Jewish
families in the
last frontier.

Rabbi Harry L. Rosenfeld, C ’81Rabbi Harold F. Caminker, C ’78

LET MY PEOPLE
GO:
Jean Bloch Rosensaft

THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
STRUGGLE FOR SOVIET JEWRY

Rabbi Rosenfeld and the Governor
of Birobidzhan in Alaska on Rosh
Hashanah 5751.
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When I arrived in Phoenix, Arizona,
in 1968, no one seemed to be aware

of the situation in the Soviet Union. The
organized Jewish community (i.e. Federation)
seemed unwilling to become involved in the

situation. Since there was no community pro-
gram, I decided to start one. I called for a
rally on the steps of the State Capitol, sent
out invitations to the Governor, elected offi-
cials, and to the Jewish community at large.
It was a candlelight vigil, and to my amaze-
ment nearly 1,000 people came, including
the Governor, who made a grand entrance
with a police escort, lights flashing. We creat-
ed the Phoenix Council for Soviet Jewry and
focused on Simchat Torah, the occasion
throughout the Soviet Union when Jews
came out to assert their Jewish identity, as
the time for our annual communal gathering
in support of Soviet Jewry. Within five years,
we numbered 2,000 marchers – rabbis from
every stream of Jewish expression, carrying
Torah scrolls – marching through the streets
of Phoenix.

The young men and
women of SWFTY,
now known as NFTY-
Southwest, for years
remained the backbone
of protests and social
activism. They became
teachers to the adult
Jewish community, forg-
ing a strong cadre of
active adults, especially in the realm of overseas
phone calls. National Soviet Jewry organiza-
tions alerted us to the status of refuseniks
along with their phone numbers in the Soviet
Union. Following a certain procedure, we
would call these folks to strengthen their
resolve and allow them to know that there
were thousands of their fellow Jews around
the world who cared for them, and who
struggled for their freedom. These calls were
made in private homes and public gatherings,
wired so that all could hear. Our NFTY teens
ran all these calling sessions – hundreds of
them – bringing a deeper understanding of
the situation to the greater Jewish community.

In 1976 I was offered the job of directing
the Commission on Soviet Jewry for the

Community Relations Committee of the
Jewish Federation Council of Greater Los
Angeles. The first post-Holocaust challenge
to save Jewish lives was both an awesome
opportunity and responsibility.

By far the most dramatic public demonstra-
tion was a counter exhibition we mounted
on the occasion of the Soviet Union’s
L.A.-based, three week-long trade show
celebrating the 60th anniversary of the
USSR. They called their trade show “The
Soviet Union: Six Decades of Progress,” and

rented the ground
floor of the massive
L.A. Convention
Center. We discov-
ered that the Soviets
had rented only the
ground floor of the
L.A. Convention
Center, and decided
that we would try

to rent the upper floor of the Convention
Center to mount our own exhibition, which
we would entitle “Soviet Jewry: Six Decades
of Oppression.”

When we approached the City of L.A., the
City said that they could not rent the upper
floor to us since the Soviets had threatened
to cancel their show if we were awarded
space simultaneously to their Trade Show.
Our Commission then approached Burt
Pines, then L.A. City Attorney and a Soviet
Jewry activist, as well as Zev Yaroslavsky, the
original L.A.-based Union of Councils Soviet
Jewry activist, who had just left his Soviet
Jewry job when he was elected to the L.A.
City Council. With their support, we threat-
ened the City of L.A. with a taxpayer’s lawsuit
if they persisted in their refusal to rent space
to our Commission. With loads of press cov-
erage, the City relented and rented us the
upper floor consistent with our request.

In November 1977, as people stood in line
outside the L.A. Convention Center for
what they thought was a Soviet Trade Show,
they were actually exposed to a photographic
exhibition on the oppression of Soviet Jewry.
During the three weeks of the Trade Show,
more than 250,000 people visited our exhi-
bition, as did every national, international,
and local news media.

Judith M. Kamenir-Reznik, SJCS ’75

Rabbi B. Charles Herring, C ’65
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Melissa Cohavi, NYSOE ’06, at the 1987
rally for Soviet Jewry in Washington, DC.

Temple bulletins throughout North America
advanced the struggle for Soviet Jewry.
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During the fall of 1977, the Supreme
Soviet was visiting L.A. The Student

Struggle for Soviet Jewry organized an
action held outside the Ambassador Hotel.
We arrived in large rented U-Haul trucks
from many campuses. At the appointed
time, out poured hundreds of students
dressed in prison uniforms, carrying plac-
ards that read ‘Free Soviet Jews.’ We carried
aloft a coffin with the words ‘Soviet Jewry’
painted on its sides, and demanded to meet
with the Soviet representatives. All the
media outlets in Los Angeles captured the
event for the nightly news.

Terry and I traveled to the Soviet Union
in the winter of 1983 under the aus-

pices of the National Conference on Soviet
Jewry. Our travel partners were Leonard and
Freda Posnock of our community, who
owned the Shofar brand of kosher bologna,
salami, and hot dogs. Leonard arranged for
dozens of pounds of kosher meat to be
packed in ‘plain wrappers’ with no Jewish
markings. We were prepared to tell the
authorities on landing that they were for our
personal dietary requirements and that the
abundance of medicines we carried were for
our multiple illnesses.

In flight, we memorized the names, address-
es, and telephone numbers of the refuseniks
whom we planned to visit. During our inter-
mediate stop in Helsinki, we tore our notes
into small pieces and flushed them down the
toilets at the airport.

We used only public telephones for fear of
government eavesdropping and often arranged
to meet Soviet Jews in a park or at the syna-
gogue. Our efforts notwithstanding, the
KGB, dressed in their traditional dark suits
and long overcoats, followed us.

Since our visit coincided with Purim, we
used that opportunity to teach small groups
about the Purim story. One of our highlights
was a Purim party at a refusenik’s apartment
attended by several dozen adults and chil-
dren. During the kids’ play, we heard a sharp
knock at the door with ‘Open Up’ yelled in
Russian. Having left the KGB at the street,
we were certain it was they. It turned out to
be another refusenik playing a Purim prank
on us. I can still recall how my heart jumped
into my throat at that moment.

On May 31, 1969, John Lennon and
Yoko Ono had come to Montreal to

protest the Vietnam War with a ‘Bed-In’ for
peace at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel downtown.
Montreal was the closest major media market
to the U.S., which had barred their protest
visit. I decided to go up to John Lennon’s
room and ask for his signature on a Soviet
Jewry petition. Chutzpah, luck, and my
protest-length long hair brought me into
the bedroom. John and Yoko gladly signed
my petition during a break in the recording
of “All we are saying is give peace a chance” –
the anthem of the 1960s protest movement.

In October of 1971, Aleksei Kosygin,
Premier of the Soviet Union, was coming to
Canada for a state visit. We knew this was
our chance to put the issue of Soviet Jewry
on the front pages of international papers.
Boldly, a group of Hillel students at McGill
University announced that the Jewish com-

Rabbi Abie I. Ingber, C ’77

Rabbi Charles A. Kroloff, C ’60

Rabbi Misha E. Zinkow, N ’85

Rabbi Charles Kroloff addressing a march
for Soviet Jewry in Westfield, NJ, in 1969.

OPLE GO:

Rabbi Abie Ingber and his team of activists.
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munity of Montreal was closed.
We so intimidated the leadership
of the Canadian Jewish Congress
that they agreed to pay for 50
buses to transport Montreal’s
Jewish community to Ottawa on
a weekday. Day schools cancelled
classes, union shops packed sand-
wiches for their Jewish
employees, and meeting points
were established throughout the
city. An advance team of 30 stu-
dents went to Ottawa to begin
the PR blitz.

When Kosygin’s plane landed in Ottawa, he
was greeted by long-haired Jewish students
singing Hatikvah and shouting, “Mr. Kosygin,
Let My People Go!” That welcome was
broadcast on the evening news. 15,000 bumper
stickers plastered the city of Ottawa on every
possible surface, and the media played their
role in pestering Kosygin on the reunifica-
tion and free emigration issue. On one
morning, as Kosygin and Prime Minister
Pierre Elliot Trudeau were walking on the
grounds of the Parliament, a Hungarian free-
dom fighter jumped from the crowd and
wrestled Kosygin to the ground. Irving
Spiegel of the New York Times turned to me
and boldly asked, “What did you pay him?”
The demonstration in Ottawa on Tuesday,
October 19th was one of the largest demon-
strations ever held in Canada’s capital, and as
Kosygin traveled across the country, our stu-
dent demonstrations dogged his every move.
The following year, as our creative protests
continued, Inspector Guy Toupin
of Montreal’s police department suggested I
get a credit card to handle all the demonstra-
tion permit requests that our group made
to his department.

In 1963, when serving as Rabbi of
Cleveland’s Beth Israel-The West Temple,

our energetic Social Action Committee
decided to focus attention on the Soviet
Jewry issue, and speedily formed the
Cleveland Committee on Soviet Anti-
Semitism (CCSA), enlisting top Cleveland
civic, religious, and political leaders, includ-
ing the Mayor and ranking representatives
of the Catholic and Protestant communities.
Our Social Action Committee had already
been active in several civic action arenas,
such as fair housing, voter registration,
and poverty concerns.

One of the early CCSA projects in late 1963
was directed towards writing to about 50
prominent world leaders, requesting their
endorsement of the Soviet Jewry issue in
terms of universal human rights and not
solely as a parochial Jewish issue and hence,
the issue needed to be elevated to a high pri-
ority on the world community’s agenda. It
was of intense personal pride to me that our
revered Nelson Glueck, along with Albert
Schweitzer, Bertrand Russell, A.J. Heschel,
among numerous other noted humanitarian,
religious, and political figures, responded
immediately, positively, enthusiastically, and
courageously. It was at the same time indeed

disappointing, shameful and dispiriting to
have also received negative or no responses
from a variety of ‘notables’ and institutional
leaders in and outside of the Jewish commu-
nity (local, national, and international), who
fearfully counseled sha shtil and worse.

In the ensuing years, the CCSA helped to
spawn the Union of Councils for Soviet
Jewry, as our grass-roots movement gradual-
ly expanded more widely and more broadly,
and, in time, all the major American Jewish
institutions became engaged in the struggle
that ultimately enlisted worldwide general
support.

The highlight of my visit to the Soviet
Union was my conducting a wedding hup-
pah/tallit ceremony, in a quiet but joyful
minyan, with the happy, almost sotto voce
strains of mazal tov, siman tov hanging in
the air of that small, cramped, one-room flat.
That evening, there was a party at a local
restaurant, with a klezmer band, to our sur-
prise. Yet all the windows were taped with
opaque wrapping paper and the doors were
kept shut from the cold and dark on the
outside and from the eyes of passers-by, in
contrast to the lightness and hopes in the
hearts of those inside who celebrated with
all the traditional songs and memories.

The refuseniks we met with were unem-
ployed or underemployed in menial

jobs, although they were predominantly sci-
entists and academicians, and were therefore
not a cross-sample of Soviet Jews. Their great-
est frustration was that they were denied
professional information from the outside
world and were forbidden to send out their
own work to be published, even when Soviet
security was not an issue – a vicious form of
punishment aimed deliberately at destroying
their professional careers. Even more serious
was the new criminal charge of ‘parasitism,’

Rabbi Bernard H. Bloom, C ’57

Rabbi Daniel Litt, C ’59

Rabbi Shelly M. Waldenberg, N ’62 and Boris
(‘Barukh’), outside the Moscow synagogue, 1989.
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part of a Communist Catch-22, where it was
a crime not to be gainfully employed. But
when you applied for an exit visa, you were
immediately fired from your job.

Some were putting their spare time to con-
structive uses for the Jewish community:
Leonid, a cinematographer, had begun pro-
ducing plays with Jewish content. Iosef, an
engineer, was developing drama groups.
Elena was translating basic Jewish books into
Russian to enable Soviet Jews to learn their
forgotten heritage. Many were learning
Hebrew to prepare for their new lives in
Israel, and to be able to read the Bible and
prayer book. Vera conducted a Sunday
School in her home, where the children pre-
pared holiday programs for their families and
friends and where youngsters learned about
the Jewish holidays, customs, and history.
She told us of police harassment, and yet the
classes continued and the children came.

‘Free Alexei — College Green at Noon’
– I remember plastering flyers around

campus at the University of Pennsylvania
in my senior year of college when I was co-
chairperson of Student Struggle for Soviet
Jewry (SSSJ). The rally was to raise aware-
ness of the plight of refuseniks, specifically,
a man named Alexei Magarik.

In 1987-1988, I was a Program Director
for Boston’s Action for Soviet Jewry. That
year there was a cultural exchange with
Moscow and many performances were
held in downtown Boston. I helped prepare
‘alternative playbills’ – listing the facts
about oppression of Jews in Russia – enlist-
ed volunteers and together handed them
out to incoming theater goers. I was also
involved in a 3-day hunger strike to raise
awareness for Soviet Jewry.

In 1977 I traveled to Russia with Rabbi
Neil Kominsky, C ’70 – once we had

accomplished a core curriculum of survival
techniques. We learned how to read Cyrillic.
We were taught about hotel rooms that were
bugged, about how to hail a taxi, about how
to cover our identities as rabbis. We were
instructed to raise several thousand dollars
and then to use that money to purchase the
goods that we had to smuggle into the
USSR: jeans that could be sold on the black
market by refuseniks to get cash; cigarettes
that could be used as bribes in tough situa-
tions; risqué postcards that could be used by
imprisoned Jews to gain favors from guards;
tape recorders to help messages get out from
behind the Iron Curtain, and the like. We
bought books with more white spaces than
words, so that we could write down
with disappearing ink the names and
addresses of those who wished Israel
to issue them visa approvals. We also
brought basic cameras and film. We
were taught how to ask others on our
flight to carry the exposed film onto
the returning flight for us. We were
taught how to challenge customs
agents who wanted to examine the
contents of our suitcases.

I returned to the USSR in 1990 as a
delegate to a world conference that
was seeking to unite religious leaders
from across the world around shared
environmental concerns. Resa and I
had been in steady contact with the founders
of Congregation Hineini, the first
Progressive congregation in the land. We
were asked to attend what was to be a
founding worship occasion in a Moscow
apartment an hour away from the Kremlin.
Of course we agreed. The setting was in a
humble apartment in an even more humble
neighborhood. The secret police let us know

that they knew of us, but we were not in any
way hindered. Together, Resa and I conduct-
ed services and led the singing of zemirot.
Dinner was brought out – trays of unheated
leftover El Al food from our environmental
conference. It was obvious to us that most of
those packed into the apartment felt that
they were participating in a feast.

Near the end of the evening, we felt our-
selves literally pinned against the wall as one
person after the other tried to slip us a piece
of paper with a contact name in Israel or in
the United States. We were begged to help
them get visas, to help them find ways to
keep their Judaism alive. We felt their fear
and their despair as well as their hope. Nothing
that any of us did can compare with the
heroic and inspirational struggles of the
Soviet Jews to whom we reached out.

In 1987 I, along with Rabbi Avi Schulman,
was privileged to be selected by the Mid-

West Association of Reform Rabbis to be
their shaliach to Soviet Jewry. We worked for
months with Marilyn Tallman from Chicago
Action for Soviet Jewry in preparing our
trip. She advised us that a new watch had

Rabbi Henry Jay Karp, N ’75

Rabbi Stanley M. Davids, C ’65:

Rabbi Faith Joy Dantowitz, N ’93

Rabbi Stanley and Resa Davids at Hineini
Congregation in Moscow.
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just come on the market that might serve us
well – the Casio Data Bank. This watch had
the capability of holding an electronic address
book which could be locked by a password.
So I went out and bought one and carefully
programmed the names and phone numbers
of the refuseniks on our list into the watch.

No sooner did we arrive in the Soviet Union
than I knew that those names were indeed
safe. For one of the first things that I noticed
was that the old liquid crystal quartz watches
with the thick red glass lens were all the rage
there. In consumer technology the USSR
was so far behind us that the authorities
could not even begin to imagine that the
little watch on my wrist contained the
important information programmed into it.

After my return to Iowa, there was one fami-
ly in particular with whom I kept in contact
– Asya and Vladimir Knokh, and their
daughter Irena. When they finally received
their exit visas, they told me that they really
wanted to come to the United States. My
Jewish community decided to sponsor them.
We worked closely with Senator Chuck
Grassley, who was primarily responsible for
arranging their entry into the U.S. I will
never forget the day our community greeted
them as they stepped off the plane in the
Quad Cities Airport.

Lev Shapiro was a courageous member
of the refusnik community. He lived in

Leningrad and was caught up in the alleged
highjacking plot of 1970. Over the years he
was ostracized, his kids were kicked out of
school, and he was sustained spiritually
(and probably materially) by a stream of
visitors from the West. When his son Israel
turned 13 he was twinned with hundreds of
American bar mitzvah kids. The family got
out to Israel in the early 90s. We learned
that Lev had sent thank you notes to every

family and bar mitzvah boy who had
twinned with his son!

When it was my time to become a bar
mitzvah on March 14th, 1987, my

parents suggested that I twin with a boy of
13 in Russia who was denied his right to
observe his Judaism. I decided that I would
dedicate my service in his honor and sym-
bolically have his bar mitzvah at Holy
Blossom Temple in Toronto. His name is
Mark Berenfeld, and I still have a postcard
addressed to him: 6 Sudostroitelnaya, KV
81, Moscow, USSR.

I invited my guests to write a birthday wish
to him on pre-addresed postcards, to show
him we cared and wanted to help all Jews in
Russia. I reminded people not to mention
politics or religion in the postcard because it
would get confiscated by the KGB. I still
have the kiddush cup I received as a gift that
day that has my name on one side and
Mark's on the other. It was a small gesture,
but one I never forgot.

It was the summer of 1978 and I was 16
years old. My parents had decided to take

a family trip to Eastern Europe that would
include the Soviet Union. But how could
any thinking, committed Jews go to the
Soviet Union in those days and not try and

take some sort of a moral stand?

When we reached the border, I can still
remember the guards squeezing our tooth-
paste, examining our cameras, and putting
their fingers into our lotions. Suddenly, a
huge commotion took place when prayer
books were found in my father’s luggage, and
before I knew it, we were all being whisked
off for questioning.

I remember going with my mother to the
bathroom, where she went into one of the
stalls, and I heard the toilet immediately
flush. There was a Russian guard in the
bathroom so we did not talk together. Later
I found out that the type of address book
that we were told to take was thin and made
of paper. When they frisked my parents they
did not find it and my mother flushed it
down the toilet. Had
it been found, the
refuseniks in the book
would have been in
greater trouble.

It was obvious that
we were followed the
whole time. At the
end of our week, when
we were to leave at the
Polish border, again
they searched and
interrogated us. They
took our cameras
away for a little while
and when we got
home and developed the film, it had all been
exposed and was largely ruined.

Upon our return home, my family adopted
a Russian family who was newly arrived.
They had a son my age and it meant a lot
to us to help this family with some of the
hurdles they faced as they acclimated to
this country.

For me, the plight of the refuseniks was what
inspired me to not be complacent.

Judith E. Alban, SJCS ’86

Rabbi Stephen A.Wise, N ’05

Rabbi Samuel Z. Fishman, C ’57
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Israel Shapiro (center) was twinned with
hundreds of American bar mitzvah kids.

Judith Alban (left) with her
family in Russia. The poor
quality of the image is due to
the film being exposed by
Soviet border police.



Every year I present to the eighth grade
class of Temple Shalom the story of

08948000, my name during the twelve days
I served at the Federal Correctional Institute
(prison) in Petersburg, VA, for demonstrat-
ing in front of the Soviet Embassy on May
1, 1985. Five of the nineteen rabbis and one
Lutheran pastor arrested that day refused to
pay a $50 fine and accept six months proba-
tion. Four colleagues from the Washington
Board of Rabbis – two Conservative rabbis
and two Reconstructionist rabbis – joined
me in choosing incarceration. Our trial took
place in December 1985. We were told to
report to prison the next morning.

The reasons for choosing to serve time
were many. We believed that the law we
were violating was morally repugnant and
unconstitutional on its face. It prohibited
nonviolent protest within 500 feet of an
embassy. The law had been passed in 1938
to protect the Nazi German embassy from
confrontation by people who objected to that
country's immersion in violence and hatred.

We also knew that by going to prison we
would generate more attention on the
refuseniks whose lives we were trying to
save. Five of them were being threatened
with death and by publicizing their plight
we might be performing an important act
of pikuach nefesh. None of them died. What
we did may have helped.

We felt our confinement symbolized the
imprisonment of the Jewish people in the
Soviet Union. Surely that would not be lost
on the press and the people who the press
reached. It wasn't. We received responses of
support for the cause of Soviet Jewry from
all over the country and beyond. The entire
Senate Judiciary Committee, headed by Strom
Thurmund, sent two resolutions to President
Reagan calling on him to pardon the five
rabbis. President Reagan refused.

We were sentenced to two
weeks. The day we were
released we drove right back
to the Soviet embassy and
demonstrated all over again.
This time we wore our prison
uniforms. The press and lots
of supporters were there. The
police were there and they left
us alone.

Between that first demonstration on May 1
and our trial in December, it was my privi-
lege to serve as one of four members of the
Washington Board of Rabbis who arranged
for seven other arrest demonstrations. Among
the 180 people arrested were Rabbi Jack
Stern and Dr. Martin Gilbert. The law used
to convict us all was later overturned by a 9-
0 vote by the Supreme Court.

In November 1977 we were briefed by rep-
resentatives of the Mossad, to help gather

family background information needed by
the government of Israel in order to issue
proper invitations to Soviet Jews who wished
to immigrate to Israel. We traveled under
the auspices of a travel agency that was a
Communist front, with a group of thirty
members of the American Communist party,
who were not friendly to us when they
learned that we were Jewish. During our har-
rowing two-week journey, we made many
contacts, distributed literature (including
Leon Uris’s Exodus in Russian) and
developed codes for the infor-
mation we gathered. Some
of the apartments we visited
had doors damaged by
KGB forced entry. My
brother-in-law Dr.
Sidney Sherter

was strip-searched and interrogated. A KGB
woman operative contacted me by phone in
my hotel room for the purpose, I am sure, of
sexual entrapment, but I scheduled the meet-
ing for a time just beyond our departure date.
Just about everyone we contacted on our
journey settled in Israel.

In November 1987 I traveled to the Soviet
Union. Only a few months earlier some

visitors from the States had been roughed up
and had to spend the night in a Moscow jail.
What would I encounter?

My fears paled when compared to the strug-
gles of the people I met. One of them was
Igor Chernoshwartz – 22 years old, half a
head taller than me, with deep-set eyes and
a dark beard. He looked ten years older. One
evening in Leningrad we stood speaking in
the cold night air, afraid to come too close
to the hotel where some peering eyes might
see us. We talked about our families and
what brought us to Jewish life.

“Where is your family from?” Igor asked.

“On my mom’s side from
Germany; on my dad's from
Vilna.”

“Vilna,” Igor smiled with a
sadness tinged with anger,
“My family, too.” He
paused, and then asked,
“So what made your

grandparents so much
smarter than mine?”

Rabbi Irwin A. Zeplowitz, C ’84

Rabbi Harvey M. Tattelbaum, N ’60

Rabbi Bruce E. Kahn, C ’74

Rabbi Harvey M.
Tattelbaum’s travel
documents, November 1977.
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Rabbi Irwin Zeplowitz, C ’84, met with refuseniks preparing
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In order to get at the Yakir family, the
Soviets threatened to draft their son,

Alexander (Sasha) into the Soviet military,
making him ineligible for emigration for 5
years. We contacted Evgeny Yakir quite fre-
quently to support him, and to prevent
him, Rimma, and Sasha from becoming
despondent. At the time, Senator Bob
Dole of Kansas, who was Majority Leader
in the U. S. Senate, took a great interest in
the Yakir case, and agreed to participate in
a telephone conversation from his Senate
office with Evgeny in Moscow. I will never
forget when, during the height of the crisis
with Sasha’s possible conscription, Senator
Dole said on the phone to Evgeny, “I know
that there are others listening to this phone
call (meaning the KGB), and I promise
them that we will be watching and taking
note of everything that is done to you, and
we will respond.” I became friendly with
Dole's chief L.A. working on these issues. I
proposed to him that they consider trading
grain for Jews, since the Soviet Union want-
ed American grain and Kansas is the U.S.'s
chief wheat producer. The Soviets wanted a
lifting of the Jackson/Vanik Amendment.
About a year later, to my amazement, I saw
in the paper that the Senator had intro-
duced legislation to sell grain to the Soviets
and lift Jackson/Vanik if they would ease
restrictions on Jewish emigration. But the
legislation never got anywhere.

In December 1987, as a graduate student
at the University of Florida-Gainesville,

we were in the midst of finals week when
we heard that Gorbachev, then the head
of the USSR, was going to make his first-
ever visit to America. We received a fax at
the Hillel House that Anatoly Sharansky
had just arrived in America and was urging

Jews from all across the county to come to
Washington to demand that Gorbachev
free Soviet Jews. In two hectic days we man-
aged to sign up 40 students and rent a bus
for the 18-hour journey to Washington.

On the way we made posters, learned Soviet
Jewry protest songs, and talked all night about
every topic facing the Jewish people in Israel,
Ethiopia, and around the world. At sunrise,
we davened shacharit, standing in the aisle of
the bus, as we drove up Route 95. We arrived
at the rally before noon. Over 100,000 Jews
had come from every state. We sang our
songs, waved our posters, and shouted our
protest chants for about four hours. Then we
had to get back on the bus to drive another
18 hours back to the University of Florida to
finish our final exams.

Six years later, as an HUC-JIR rabbinical
student, I made my first trip to Ukraine to
find my grandfather’s shtetl. For Shabbat I
went to our Reform Congregation in Kiev.
They told me that they did not have a rabbi
and asked ‘Maybe you would like to be our
rabbi?” I responded “No. I live in America.
I am just visiting.”

Two years later, I found myself serving as
the rabbi in Kiev, as my first post after ordi-
nation. Now in my tenth year as a rabbi, I
lead HUC-JIR’s “FSU Rabbinical Infusion
Program,” which provides rabbis and rab-
binical students to the nearly 70 Reform
congregations in Eastern Europe. As a
Jewish student activist in 1987, I could
never have guessed that 20 years later I
would be privileged to lead HUC- JIR's
efforts to deepen Reform Jewish life in the
Former Soviet Union.

Hanna and I traveled to the Soviet
Union in February 1982 to visit

refuseniks, in a trip sponsored by Chicago
Action for Soviet Jewry, and saw 23 families
in 9 days. We met Leonid and Masha K., liv-
ing in a collective apartment, one kitchen
and bath for three families. Leonid was just
out of prison for having presented his under-
ground play “Masada.” They had a new baby
girl, Ruth. I gave her a Hebrew name and
Hanna somehow put together a naming cer-
tificate for the ceremony. We five had a
reunion 14 years later in Jerusalem. Ruth’s
certificate was on her wall.

In Leningrad, at another refusenik get-together,
there were many young couples, some speak-
ing Hebrew. One man sat uncomfortably on
a cushion. They told us he had just been cir-
cumcised in Moscow. Why? “My grandfather
always led our seder. He died this year. Now
I have to do it. But I wouldn’t feel right tak-
ing his place if I didn’t have brit milah.” Who
did it for him? “There are some old-timers in
Moscow who understand such things.”

Rabbi Mark S. Shapiro, C ’60:

Rabbi David Wilfond, C ’97

Rabbi Mark H. Levin,
SJCS ’74, C ’76, D.H.L. ’01

Rabbi Mark S. Shapiro and the
Byaly family.

Rabbi David Wilfond
celebrating Shabbat
at the Reform
Congregation in Kiev.
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When I was rabbi of Temple B’nai
Jeshurun in Des Moines, Iowa, the

congregation's President, Harry Pomerantz,
and I spent ten days in July 1987, secretly
visiting refuseniks in Moscow and Leningrad.
We spent Shabbat at the Great Synagogue,
where we picked up a low level KGB ‘follow-
er’, who spent the next few days appearing at
the hotel and offering to ‘guide’ us along our
way. We also found hidden microphones in
the hotel room. We communicated by use of
childrens’ ‘Magic Slates.’ Each day, we visited
a different refusenik family, bringing them
kosher food, vitamins, medicine, books, and
electronic goods.

We were searched by Soviet customs as
we left the country. Much to my surprise,
Harry tried to smuggle out a letter from a
Refusenik to a relative in the U.S. Soviet
customs found the letter on his person and
immediately separated us. We were placed
in isolation. Fortunately, I was able to tear up
my notes and flush them down the toilet.
After three hours alone, all the while won-
dering what the Russians were going to do
to us, we were reunited on the tarmac of
Leningrad Airport.They just wanted to
give us a good scare.

Our November 1988 mission was suc
cessful in that we managed to meet

with every one of the families that Action for
Soviet Jewry back in Waltham, Massachusetts
had arranged for us to contact. We delivered
well over one hundred pounds of contraband:
the usual stuff for the black market – cam-
eras, electronic calculators, jeans; and the not
so usual stuff – one hundred syringes for a
diabetic living in Moscow.

To say that when Rabbi Cary Yales, z”l, C ’67,
and I arrived in Leningrad the authorities gave
us a hard time is an understatement. The men
with the badges at the
Leningrad airport warned
Cary and me that upon
leaving the country we
would have to present the
men with badges at the
Moscow airport with every
single item of contraband
they had discovered –
two very long lists, indeed!
As we were riding in a
cab from the airport to
the hotel, Cary and I
agreed that by the time
we arrived at the Moscow
airport with our four
empty suitcases, all of our deliverable goods
would have been either ‘lost’ or ‘stolen.’

When I was an undergraduate at
Brandeis University, where Hillel

sponsored the Student Coalition for Soviet
Jewry, I was active in the program that
included, among other things, a national
college student lobbying day. I played a
leading role in 1987-88, and also was involved
in a telegram campaign, which resulted in
the release of a Soviet Jewish graduate stu-
dent who eventually enrolled at Brandeis.

One day I received a call from Professor
Jonas Greenfield, z”l, of UCLA, who

introduced me to Professor Herbert Paper,
who was then at the University of Michigan.
They told me that the Soviets were going to
kill an imprisoned refusenik scholar, Dr.
Mikhail Zand, an expert in the languages of
the Russian people. Through my connections
and the help of Senator Alan Cranston of
California, we got the Voice of America
Russian broadcast to publicize that HUC-
JIR was giving an honorary doctorate to
Zand for his work as a refusenik, and that he
was invited to our campuses to receive it.

The Soviets decided to let him go, rather
than let him die of a hunger strike in prison.
He chose to go to Israel with his wife and
sons, but came to receive his honorary degree
in Los Angeles, where 4000 people greeted
him at Temple Emanuel of Beverly Hills.
Later, when Zand’s son wanted to serve as
a Jew in the Israeli army, his self-definition as
a Jew was rejected because of his non-Jewish
mother. I called Golda Meir, who intervened
with Chief Rabbi Shlomo Goren, and this
young man was accepted as a Jew. �

Rabbi Steven M. Fink, N ’79, D.Min.

Dr. Alfred Gottschalk, C ’57

Rabbi Andrew D. Vogel, N ’98

Rabbi James B. Rosenberg, N ’71:

Amy Appelman, RHSOE ’00, and
Cincinnati youths on the Steven E. Altman
Freedom Trip to the Washington, DC rally
for Soviet Jewry, December 1987.
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Dr. Mikhail Zand (at left) receiving
an honorary doctorate from Dr. Alfred
Gottschalk, then HUC-JIR President, on
October 17, 1971.
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The Leader’s Unique Song
Exodus 15:1–21

Passing through the Red Sea, the Israelites
witness God’s power. While they walk on
dry land, with the waters forming walls on
their right and left, the Egyptians are inun-
dated by those very waters and obliterated.
The children of Israel see (va-yar) the strong
hand (yad) of God, which delivers them
from the hand (yad) of the Egyptians, from
the Egyptians’ power (Exodus 14:28–31).1

Though it is God who seems to act, never-
theless it actually is Moses’s hand that divides
the waters: “Then Moses held out his hand
over the sea and the Lord drove back the sea
with a strong wind … and turned the sea into
dry ground. The waters were split” (14:21).
And it is Moses’s hand that destroys the
Egyptians: “The Lord told Moses: ‘Hold out

your hand over the sea, that the waters may
come back over the Egyptians” (14:26).
Moses is described in God-like terms: Just
as God divides the waters on the second day
of creation, thereby creating the earth, now
Moses creates a new patch of dry land in the
midst of the waters of the Red Sea, partner-
ing with God in this moment of redemption.
The creation cannot come to fruition—
God’s plan for humanity fulfilled—without
the actions of leaders like Moses.2

So the Israelites, many of whom have doubt-
ed Moses’s ability and motivation, and have
been highly critical of him, now see him as
God’s partner in this redemptive moment:
“They believed in the Lord and in Moses,

[God’s] servant” (14:31).3 He is perceived
as the faithful instrument of God’s will, and
therefore it is fitting to refer to him by the
title Eved Adonai, God’s servant.4

To have faith in one implies the faith in the
other, and, by extension, to doubt or speak
against Moses is tantamount to speaking
against the Divine.5

The Nature of the Song at the Sea

The Israelites witness and understand
the ramifications of the miracle God has
wrought for them as they face the waters
of the sea and are pursued by Pharaoh and
his Egyptian soldiers, and, as a result, their
faith in God and in Moses, their leader, is

Moses and the Journey to
Leadership: Timeless Lessons of
Effective Management from
the Bible and Today's Leaders
Norman J. Cohen, Jewish Lights Publishing, 2007

Dr. Norman J. Cohen’s new book, Moses and the Journey to Leadership: Timeless Lessons of Effective
Management from the Bible and Today’s Leaders, addresses the contemporary search for leaders
with vision and integrity, by focusing on a great biblical leader whose life and actions in antiquity
offer wisdom and inspiration for our own time.

Cohen explores how leaders are not simply born, but molded through life’s victories and failures, triumphs and defeats. No one exemplifies this
process better than Moses, the most important and celebrated character in the Hebrew Bible. Faced with great internal and external challenges,
Moses was sculpted into a great leader not only by circumstance, but also by his own determination and devotion to his people.

In his powerful and probing examination of the enduring texts in the biblical tradition, Cohen assesses Moses’s journey to leadership and its lessons
on the vision, action, and skills needed to be a successful leader. Cohen relives Moses’s development from lonely shepherd to founder of a nation,
emphasizing key points that the reader can utilize to enrich the different leadership roles one may be called upon to play in one’s daily life, whether
in business, religion, politics, education, or other arenas.

Cohen draws from Moses’s life to provide guidance on how to articulate one’s expectations of others, as a group and as individuals; empower others
to lead more responsible, ethical lives; support co-workers and family even when they fail; and challenge others to reach their highest potential.
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renewed. As a reward for their faith, the
rabbinic tradition emphasizes that the spirit
of God’s Presence rests upon them, enabling
them to sing a song of
praise and redemption.
As they read the biblical
text, the Rabbis fre-
quently point up that
contiguous passages
have a causal relation-
ship. The verse “They
believed in Adonai and
in Moses, [God’s] ser-
vant” (14:31) is
immediately followed by
“Then sang Moses and
the Children of Israel”
(15:1), as if the people’s
ability to sing was the
product of their belief.6

Their words of song and praise, as the
Rabbis note, are the result of God’s Holy
Spirit resting on the Israelites and Moses.
This meaning is underscored by a poignant
wordplay: Then Moses and Israel are able to
sing (yashir) the song (shirah) because God’s
Spirit rests (sharta) upon them.7 God’s
Shechinah is the source of the song of praise,
creating a powerful irony: God is both the
source and the object of the song! Their faith
in both God and Moses leads to their ability
to sing, as noted by the use of the simple

word az, which can
be understood

as either “then” or “therefore.” Here we can
translate: “Israel believed … therefore (az)
Moses and the Children of Israel sang”

(14:31–15:1).8

Perhaps it is the faith
that the people have in
Moses as their leader
that enables him to sing
this majestic song of
praise to God. How is it
that Moses, who
describes himself by say-
ing, “I am not a person
of words … I am slow of
speech and slow of
tongue” (4:10), suddenly
turns into Israel’s singer
of God’s song?9 And not
only does he give voice
to Shirat ha-Yam, the

Song at the Sea, but some sources claim that
he composes the entire song by himself. He
finds the words to express what all the peo-
ple are experiencing and feeling.10 Even great
leaders often need the support and faith of
their followers to find the strength to over-
come obstacles, such as, in Moses’s case, a
speech impediment. Without the sense that
the people care about them, leaders are often
overwhelmed by the myriad personal chal-
lenges they face.

But precisely how is the song uttered? Do
Moses and Israel sing while they are still in
the midst of the waters or do they praise
God once they emerge from the Red Sea and
have witnessed the Egyptians drowning? It
is possible that the people of Israel sing prais-
es to God as they are crossing the sea. If so,
they utter the words of the song while still
unsure how it will all turn out. Their fear
and anxiety, their sense that their fate is
hanging in the balance, all suffuse the notes
of the Song, as do their hope and faith.12

When Pharaoh’s chariots and soldiers enter
the sea (15:19) … then Moses and Israel
sang (15:1).13 As they walk on the dry land,
discovering that deliverance from the hands
of Egyptians is indeed possible, Moses and
Israel begin to utter praises of God.

Most commentators assume that Israel and
Moses sing this song of redemption after
their salvation is guaranteed. It involves a
retrospective understanding and internaliza-
tion of all that they have experienced and
what it will mean for them in the future. It
encompasses a sense of the past and present,
which points them toward the future, cap-
tured by the initial verb in the future tense:
“Then Moses sang/will sing [yashir]” (15:1).14

But not only does the future tense verb
yashir indicate that this song will be sung
again in the future, as if it were a paradig-
matic song to be repeated by future
generations, but this interpretation gains

Dr. Norman J. Cohen is Provost of Hebrew Union
College-Jewish Institute of Religion, where he is
also Professor of Midrash. Renowned for his

expertise in Torah study and midrash (finding contemporary meaning from ancient biblical texts), he lectures frequently
to audiences of many faiths. Dr. Cohen was a participant in Bill Moyers’ Genesis: A Living Conversation series on PBS.

His books include Self, Struggle & Change: Family Conflict Stories in Genesis and their Healing Insights for our Lives, Voices from Genesis:
Guiding us through the Stages of Life, The Way into Torah, Hineini in our Lives: Learning How to Respond to Others through 14 Biblical Texts
and Personal Stories, and Moses and the Journey to Leadership: Timeless Lessons of Effective Management from the Bible and Today’s
Leadership, all published by Jewish Lights.

Norman J. Cohen, Ph.D.

Many modern-day leaders
suffer from speech impediments
and work hard to overcome them.
Winston Churchill had a lisp,
which he struggled to correct.
And Churchill perhaps will best
be remembered for his inspiring
speeches during the battle of
Britain. Part of what enabled
him to become such a great
communicator was how the
British people responded to
his leadership initiatives.11
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greater force by the use of the word az,
here translated as “then.” Though az can
be taken to refer to both the past and the
future, the tradition enumerates many of
those verses in which az clearly points us
to future events.15 In fact, the Rabbis say
that young infants, and even embryos in
their mothers’ wombs, open their mouths
and sing at the sea.16 Also indicating that
the song will be repeated by future genera-
tions is the addition of the redundant phrase
va-yomru laimor, “and they said, saying,”
before the song’s opening words (15:1). In
the midrash, the Rabbis emphasize in this
regard that “We shall tell our children and
our children will tell their children that they
should recite a song such as this when God
performs miracles for them.”17

The word for song, shir, is close to the root
shur, which means “to glimpse into the
future.” As Moses leads Israel in this song
marking their deliverance from the hands of
their Egyptian taskmas-
ters, he enables them to
see the possibility of
ultimate redemption.
As Miriam demands of
them, “Sing to the
Lord,” Shiru l’Adonai,
we are tempted to com-
plete the imperative
with the messianic
phrase from Isaiah
42:10, shir hadash, “a
new song.” According
to the rabbinic tradi-
tion, ten songs span all
of human history, mov-
ing from the
redemption from Egypt
to the coming of the messianic age, of which
Shirat ha-Yam is one. This series culminates
with the song of redemption in Isaiah 42,
which is also enunciated in Psalm 149:1.18

Who Sings the Song?

As we have already noticed, it is not clear
whether the words used at the outset of the
song refer to the past or to
the future. However, there
is an even greater lack of
clarity when it comes to
who actually is singing.
The verbs are both singular
(yashir—he sang; ashirah—
I will sing) and plural (va-
yomru—they said).
Therefore, we as readers are
left in the dark as to exactly
how the Song at the Sea is
performed. When it says, “Az yashir [singu-
lar] Moshe u-Venai Yisrael,” and then “ashirah
l’Adonai,” does it mean that only Moses sings
and the People of Israel merely listen passive-
ly, or do the singular verbs somehow indicate
that both are involved in some way? Adding
to the confusion as to who performs the

song is the phrase va-
yomru laimor, “and they
said, saying” (15:1). This
confusion, however, gives
rise to several alternative
leadership models, each
of which can be instruc-
tive for us.

The powerful singular
verbs lead some com-
mentators and midrashic
sources to stress that
Moses and Israel sing
in unison. Inspired by
God’s miraculous deliver-
ance and the presence
of the Shechinah, they

raise their voices as if one person were
singing.19 Moses and Israel are seen as being
equal, shekulim.20 This model breaks down
traditional hierarchy in leadership and cre-
ates greater unity among the group.

According to one tradition, the People of
Israel, deferring to their leader, request that
Moses begin the song, but he declines, say-

ing, “No, you shall begin
for it is a greater mark of
honor for God to be praised
by the multitude than by
one single human being.”
At once, the people sing to
God. And only after they
finish does Moses also praise
God’s name for the signs
and miracles that he had
been shown.22

However, the dominant
rabbinic tradition holds that Moses is the
one who actually begins to sing the words of
Shirat ha-Yam, and the People of Israel in
some way follow his lead. The song is recited
antiphonally, though the tradition is not
clear as to how that works. The most preva-
lent view among the Rabbis is that Israel
merely echos Moses’s words. The leader cre-
ates the song alone and the people simply
repeat what he sings. Though the teachers
to whom this tradition is attributed vary, it
appears very early and is repeated over the
centuries.23 Occasionally, there is a debate as
to what the people repeated—is it all of
Moses’s exact words or simply the initial key-
word signifiers?24 The notion that it is Moses
who sings and Israel who merely echoes his
words and melody is a masculine model of
the strong frontal leader who transmits a
vision that the people are to follow. Moses is
the “I” standing before the people, leading
them in song.25 In this model, only the
leader possesses the wisdom and insight to
articulate what they must believe and how
they must act.

However, some traditions suggest that Israel
does not simply mimic Moses’s recitation
of the song. A number of sources emphasize
that, following Moses’s singing of a particular
phrase of Shirat ha-Yam, Israel repeats what

Moses and the Journey to Leadership: Timeless Lessons of Effective
Management from the Bible and Today's Leaders (continued)

One of the most unusual aspects
of Ernest Shackleton’s Antarctic
expeditions was the absence of
any leadership hierarchies. He
emphasized that everyone was
equal and all would share equally
in the division of labor throughout
the voyages. Everyone did not
have equal status, but all were
equally valued and involved.
On Shackleton’s boats, all hands
took turns scrubbing the floors
and caring for the dogs.21

Paul Russell of PepsiCo
points out the importance
of the individual you place
in front of the people as
their leader. People need
“icons,” world-class people
whom everyone looks to as
the leader or expert and is
willing to follow.26
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Moses has sung and then completes the line,
illustrating another form of leadership. They
follow his lead, pick up his melody and
words, and then add their own. Moses, for
example, sings, “I will sing
unto the Lord, for He is
highly exalted,” and the
people repeat after him
and then finish the line,
“I will sing unto the Lord,
for He is highly exalted.
The horse and rider He
has thrown into the sea”
(15:1).28 This is a powerful
example of leadership
development and under-
scores the nature of the
leader’s mentoring role.

Miriam’s Song and Model

The notion that the
Israelites sing antiphonally
at the sea is first suggested
by Philo of Alexandria,
who imagines that they
form two choruses, Moses
leading the men and his sister, Miriam,
leading the women.29 Though Miriam’s
song is relegated to two verses and one line
of actual song (15:20–21), its content is
exactly the same as the first line of Moses’s
song: “Sing to the Lord, for He is highly to
be praised. The Horse and rider He has
thrown into the sea” (15:21). It seems that
Miriam essentially plays the same role—
leading the women, who follow her, as
Moses does for the men.30

Yet, Miriam plays a unique role, even com-
pared to her brother, Moses, since the
biblical text emphasizes that all the women
go out after her with their timbrels, and they
praise God through ecstatic dance and song.
Miriam is here identified by name for the
very first time in the Bible and she is referred
to as ha-Neviah, the Prophetess, and as the
“sister of Aaron.” The tradition interprets

these titles as signifying that Miriam prophe-
sies the birth of Moses (she is five years old
when Moses is born)
for she is “only the sister of Aaron when she

utters the prophecy.”31 Yet,
it is significant that at the
moment of Moses’s great-
est triumph Miriam is also
identified as a prophet,
like her brother, and is
thought of as Aaron’s sis-
ter. We would expect her
to be called “Moses’s sis-
ter”!32 This stresses the
special role Miriam plays.

Miriam’s song is clearly
different from Moses’s
song. Moses’s singing is
described by the verb
yashir: He sang his song
to the people, while
Miriam, by contrast, is
said to literally “respond”
to [the women] (15:21).33

The word used is ta’an,
which comes from the

root anah (answer). Moses sings in front of
the congregation, but Miriam reacts to those
around her, responding to them and their
songs. Hers is a feminine model, one of sen-
sitivity and response, through which she
encourages her sisters to sing their own song.
Her empowerment of the women to sing
their song is clear from the words she utters.
In contrast to Moses leading the people by
himself, Ashirah l’Adonai, I will sing to God,
Miriam urges her sisters to sing themselves,
Shiru l’Adonai, “Sing to God!” Miriam’s
model as a leader is clear: to enable those
around her to find their own voices through
which to praise God. They need not merely
emulate or echo the leader’s song.34 Great
leaders understand that each person must be
encouraged to raise his or her voice.

The tradition goes even further in positing
the uniqueness of the song of Miriam and
the women. Though it is only one line, in
contrast to the nineteen lines of the song
of Moses, the Rabbis stress that Miriam
and her sisters actually sing an entire song
by themselves, which is different from
Moses’s song.35

The women’s song is distinctive because they
utilize tuppim, drums or timbrels, to accom-
pany their song and dance. According to a
frequently cited tradition, the women antici-
pate that God will perform miracles for
them and that even though they leave Egypt
in the middle of the night, in such a rush
that they aren’t able to prepare food for the
journey, they make sure to bring along musi-
cal instruments.36 Like all other righteous
individuals, they are prepared for the
moment of redemption!37 The song of the
women is echoed in the drums they carry
with them from Egypt; this is understood
as expressive of their innate faith in the
future. As women, understanding the poten-
tial of birth as a means of overcoming past
suffering and death, they are ever attuned
to possible moments of transcendence. They
are always ready to break into song.38 They
teach us that all leaders need to have the
capacity to celebrate the potential inherent
in every new moment as well as the coming
to fruition of their vision.

Drawing from the Two Leadership Models

Miriam’s entire life is associated with water.
Not only does she first appear at the Nile
to save Moses’s life, but her very name
(Miriam—mar yam, bitter sea or water) is
perhaps tied to Marah, the place of bitter
waters, mentioned, as we will shortly see,
immediately after Shirat ha-Yam at the end
of Exodus 15. It may also be hinted at in
Exodus 17, when Israel complains that there
is no water to drink when they reach
Rephidim, also identified as a place of strife
and bitterness (17:7). Furthermore, in recog-

Larry Bossidy, former CEO
of Allied Signal, realized that
developing new leaders is
the key to profitability as
well as the sustainability of
a company. Can those you
lead initiate change on their
own? Protégés, such as Mary
Petrovich, were encouraged
by Bossidy to devise their
own methods for achieving
the company’s goals once
they had been trained. He
understood that there was a
difference between mentoring
future leaders and telling
them exactly what to do.27
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nition of her song, the tradition envisions a
well springing up in the desert that accom-
panies the Israelites on their trek through the
wilderness for most of the next forty years.
It is therefore called “Miriam’s well.”39

According to the Rabbis, this well, due to
the piety of Miriam, dates back to the begin-
ning of the world, having been formed on
the second day of Creation, when God sepa-
rated the waters, and all the patriarchs and
subsequent leaders of the people had access
to it.40 And finally when Miriam dies at
Kadesh, the well and its life-giving waters
disappear (Numbers 20:2).

As the Israelites proceed on their journey
through the desert, they carry with them
both the song of Moses, the powerful singu-
lar song of the male, as well as the responsive
chords of Miriam, who empowers others to
sing their songs. The challenge for each of
us who are blessed to play any kind of lead-
ership role is to recognize that there are two
different leadership models—one masculine,
the other feminine—both of which we must
tap. But to do so, we have to get in touch
with that other side of ourselves and strive
to make it a more active part of who we are
as leaders. Those of us who are men must
search for the softer, more open and respon-
sive part of our being, so as to help us
respond better to others. This will enable
us to show others that they, too, can raise
their voices in song. Those of us who are
women can begin to draw on the more
assertive sides of ourselves that will enable
us to take a stand when necessary, share our
vision, and help us to speak our minds and
hearts when necessary.41

Excerpt is from Moses and the Journey to Leadership:
Timeless Lessons of Effective Management from the
Bible and Today's Leaders © 2007 Norman J. Cohen
(Woodstock, VT: Jewish Lights Publishing). $21.95 +
$3.95 s/h. Order by mail or call 800-962-4544 or
on-line at www.jewishlights.com. Permission granted
by Jewish Lights Publishing, P.O. Box 237, Woodstock,
VT 05091.
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A utobiography, its students agree, is a
problematic genre of literature. One
cannot expect it to be a balanced and

wholly accurate representation. Remembering
and forgetting are determined not only by
temporal distance from the events described,
but also by psychological factors that often
unconsciously push certain recollections
into the foreground and bury others.
Autobiographers are explorers of the self, but
they are also its fashioners. They configure
the tale of their personal development and
character in a manner that is both most easi-
ly acceptable to themselves and that presents
the self-image that they wish to convey to
succeeding generations of their family or of
a larger readership. The process begins before
the text is produced. Frequently told tales are
reshaped, embellished, and become exempla-
ry for the life even as others are suppressed.
In addition, literary motives play their role
as the autobiographer seeks to create a coher-

ent and intrinsically interesting narrative,
omitting distractions, limiting qualifications,
exaggerating importance. In a sense, the
writing of autobiography is a kind of per-
formance, a dramatization of the writer’s life
for the readers’ entertainment. Like a film or
play, its success depends on its holding the
interest of those exposed to it.

The recollections of Joachim Prinz display
the characteristics of the autobiographical
genre. His work is focused upon the self. It
fashions an imagined persona that must be
differentiated from the historical person,
whose character can only be determined
from other sources. Although there are occa-
sional descriptions of milieu, especially of
his village childhood, the autobiography is
less a memoir of his times than a relation of
his own development and activity within a
changing environment. The autobiography
presents Prinz as he would like to be remem-
bered: as the possessor of a meaningful and

interesting life; a breaker of taboos; a man
whose life was filled with experiences that
were out of the ordinary. He was not, the
autobiography repeatedly impresses on the
reader, a mere run-of-the-mill rabbi. The
frequent instances of self-dramatization, of
setting the self apart from others without
qualification, create a more powerful, if not
always historically accurate or carefully quali-
fied narrative. Despite the occasional note of
self-deprecation with regard to irresponsibili-
ty and insensitivity, the dominant mood is
one of self-confidence and self-admiration.
Although there are occasional critical reflec-
tions, the autobiography gives little evidence
of inner struggle; unlike Rousseau, its mood
is not confessional, but triumphant, more a
celebration of self than of deeper introspec-
tion. Known as an excellent raconteur, Prinz
here presents stories that must have been
often told and hence most easily remembered,
no doubt restructured and stylized in the

When, a few years ago, it was suggested to me that I have a look at a manuscript autobiography
by Joachim Prinz (1902-1988), my assumption was that, like most such writing, it would be of
interest to family and friends, perhaps belonged in an archives, but was unlikely to attract a larger
readership. To my surprise, I found the life story of this provocative Liberal and Zionist rabbi in
Germany and later in America extraordinarily fascinating, had difficulty in putting it down, and soon
resolved to prepare it for publication.

Prinz dictated his autobiography to his secretary around 1977, probably very shortly after his
retirement from the rabbinate of Temple B’nai Abraham, which he had served from 1939 to 1973
in Newark, and then in Livingston, New Jersey. He began his story with his birth in 1902 and
carried it forward to the death of his mentor and idol, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, in 1949. Regrettably,
he did not continue the account further, into his career as a prominent leader of American Judaism,
specifically to his roles as president of the American Jewish Congress and chair of the Conference
of Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations. Nor does the autobiography include his relationship
with Martin Luther King, Jr. and his dramatic speech at the March on Washington for Jobs and
Freedom on August 28, 1963. However, as Prinz indicated in his remarks on that occasion, his
work on behalf of African Americans rested upon his experience as a rabbi in Nazi Germany, which
forms the central chapter of his autobiography. His recollections shed new light on the role of the
rabbinate in a community under siege, on spiritual resistance carried on in the synagogue and lec-
ture hall. In addition, they provide access to the personality of an unusual individual, shaped

largely by the unshackled, exuberant Weimar culture, cheeky enough to confront Nazi authorities repeatedly, and finally able to find a leadership role
in American Judaism. Below are a few non-annotated adapted excerpts from my introduction to the autobiography.

Joachim Prinz, Rebellious Rabbi
Michael A. Meyer, ed., Indiana University Press, 2007
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course of repeated retellings. Since the auto-
biography was created shortly after his
retirement from a very successful rabbinical
career, producing it may have been a way of
coping with the crisis of retirement, which
had closed off most opportunities for public
display and induced an inward focus as well
as the desire to leave a personal legacy.

––––––––––-

The effort to contextualize Prinz’s autobiog-
raphy within his life and his changing milieu
seems worthwhile because Joachim Prinz, the
historical figure, was indeed a significant
presence in Jewish history both in Germany
and the United States. His reinterpretation
of the role of the rabbinate had a broad
influence and the Jewish spiritual life in
which he participated has yet to be fully
integrated into portrayals of German Jewry
during the Nazi period. Among German
Zionists, Prinz was the movement’s most
popular propagandist; among rabbis, his part
in the spiritual resistance to Nazism is second
only to that of the leader of German Jewry
during the Nazi period, Rabbi Leo Baeck.
His candor about his personal life is aston-
ishing. Finally, in the United States, Prinz
became one of the foremost Jewish leaders
of the Civil Rights movement. Yet there has
not been so much as a single critical article
dealing with his life and achievements. The
discovery of Joachim Prinz’s autobiography
provides a window into a fascinating life as
well as the opportunity to assess his signifi-
cance for Jewish history.

––––––––––-

Hitler’s appointment as chancellor of
Germany on January 30, 1933 unleashed
a crisis within German Jewry, especially
among the Liberals, who had remained
optimistic about the future of Jews in
Germany. Increasingly driven out from the
public sphere, German Jews were forced to
seek psychological sustenance from within a
Jewish community that hitherto had been at
best peripheral to their daily lives. As their
long-standing ideology of complete equality
within German society lay in ruins, they

turned to the abandoned synagogue as a
place of refuge where they could be among
their own. Large numbers turned to Prinz as
the rabbi who would dare to address their
concerns the most honestly, directly, and
dramatically.

Never was this more true than on Friday
evening, March 31, 1933, the night before
the boycott of Jewish stores that by two
months followed Hitler’s ascent to power.
Prinz referred to the service he conducted
that evening as the most memorable in his
life, especially when the worshippers in a
packed synagogue shouted the watchword of
the Jewish faith, the shma yisrael, with such
fervor that it drowned out choir and organ.
From the recollections of Prinz’s rabbinical
colleague, Hans Tramer, we learn more than
what is contained in the autobiography
about how he chose to dramatize the crisis
for the congregation. Tramer remembers that
earlier that day he had met with Prinz at his
home and asked his more senior colleague
what he should say at the services. Prinz
replied that he himself would simply read a
proclamation circulated to all synagogues by
Rabbi Leo Baeck and add two or three sen-
tences about its contents. It was, he added, a
time not for speaking, but for silence. That,
in fact, is exactly what Tramer did in his syn-
agogue. The next day, however, he learned
what Prinz himself had done. This is
Tramer’s account: “Prinz entered the syna-
gogue, called the shammes [the caretaker of
the synagogue] and had him call up the

three oldest men in the congregation. He
then removed the Torah scrolls from the ark.
[The men] stood, two next to him and one
in front of him. Then before the open ark he
read [Baeck’s] letter, had the scrolls solemnly
replaced in the ark, whereupon he spoke for
forty minutes or even an hour saying: ‘We
Jews will defend our Judaism; we have no
weapons, for THIS is our weapon.’ Thereupon
he wheeled around and tore open the ark
containing the Torah scrolls!” When Tramer
later asked Prinz why he hadn’t suggested
something similar to him, Prinz replied
innocently: “All of that occurred to me only
at the last minute.” He claimed to have
improvised the performance spontaneously.

––––––––––-

As Prinz had been, after Leo Baeck, the best
known of the German rabbis during the
Nazi years, so he later became one of the
most prominent figures in American Jewry
in the generation after Stephen Wise and
Abba Hillel Silver. At a meeting of the
Rabbinical Assembly, Arthur Hertzberg said
of him to his fellow Conservative rabbis that
Prinz was “an astute mind and the most dis-
tinguished and beloved of our colleagues,
revered in the American Rabbinate, the man
who, I think, most of us would most like to
be.” Perhaps that was an exaggeration, but it
also possessed some measure of truth. The
career of this audacious and talented German
and American Jew is certainly one of the
more significant in modern Jewish history.

Dr. Michael A. Meyer is the Adolph S. Ochs Professor of Jewish
History at HUC-JIR/Cincinnati. Recognized as the preeminent
historian of Reform Judaism and of the religious and intellectual
life of German Jewry, Dr. Meyer’s books include Origins of the
Modern Jew: Jewish Identity and European Culture (1967),
Response to Modernity: A History of the Reform Movement in

America (1988), and Judaism within Modernity (2002). He wrote the centennial history
essay for Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion at One Hundred Years (1976),
and served as the editor of the four-volume German-Jewish History in Modern Times, Leo
Baeck Werke, Volume 6: Briefe, Reden, Aufsätze, and Joachim Prinz, Rebellious Rabbi.

Michael A. Meyer, Ph.D.
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Many years ago,
when Charlie

and I were prepar-
ing to get married,
we faced a chal-
lenge - we could
not find a rabbi
who would marry
us. My rabbi,
steeped in the
German Reform
tradition, would
not perform a cere-
mony during which
Charlie wore a kip-
pah and stepped on
a glass. And Charlie’s

rabbi would not marry us because I was a
divorcée. Some of you may be thinking –
“how odd – that would never happen today!”

Yet it would, and it does, in other forms, no
less painful and no less frustrating. The sad
truth is that our community has not come
far enough in making Judaism open to all.

In the U.S. and around the world, there
are too many young Jews and other spiritual
seekers who are being thwarted in their
efforts to embrace Judaism. For example,
there are too many interfaith couples unable
to find a rabbi who will marry them. They
are stuck scouring the yellow pages for
clergy who perform interfaith ceremonies.
Many in the Reform Movement act as if
these couples have to prove something to us
about their commitment to Judaism. Yet
we are the ones with something to prove.

My Jewish values tell me that every Jew is
part of the Jewish people and part of our
Jewish family. And, if they are part of the
family, they must all have a place around
the table. I believe the table will be so
much richer with their presence.

That is why we need to reach out to non-
traditional families seeking places in Jewish
life as well as to the rapidly increasing
number of Jews of color. We should active-
ly encourage these families to raise their
children as Jews, and then provide them
with the help and support they need to
realize their dreams.

We live in an era when all Jews are Jews by
choice. All of us can walk away from Judaism
if we want to – but we don't. We turn to
Judaism for its timeless relevance and its
transcendent message of hope. We must do
everything possible to help others make the
same choice, regardless of where they live.

The Reform Movement must be a home to
these and other seekers, and it must be a home
to all. Because I believe that if the Torah
isn't for everyone, it isn't for anyone.

I believe that if we make Reform Judaism
an open house, people will enter. We will
find Jews we didn't know exist. We have
only scratched the surface of opportunity.

All over the world, young Jews like many
of you here today, are already infusing our
community with creative forms of Jewish
engagement. The expressive energy of this
generation is just beginning to be felt - and
I believe it will change American Jewish life
for generations to come. But let me add this
word of warning: If we as a community
don't challenge this generation – your gen-
eration – we will lose out as a community.
You are talented and passionate, and so our
collective responsibility is to make sure
Jewish life is a showcase for your genera-
tion's talents and passion.

We also need to shed the divisions from which
our community has suffered for too long,
one of the most obvious of which is interde-
nominational competition and strife. The
leadership of the various Movements must
find ways to work together more closely and
more often. There is room to work togeth-
er – and frankly, we had better start trying.

That is why I am announcing the creation
of an unprecedented interdenominational
rabbinical fellowship program. Beginning in
the fall of 2008, this project will enable eight
outstanding students – four from HUC-
JIR and four from the Jewish Theological
Seminary – to experience a collaborative
rabbinical education focused on critical
needs in the American Jewish community.

The goal of this fellowship is twofold.
The first is to train transformational
rabbinical leaders capable of profound
and positive change in the communities
they serve. The second is to better equip
the rabbinate to address the ever-evolving
needs of the American Jewish community,
especially those of interfaith families and
other Jews who find themselves on the
margins of Jewish life.

This cooperative relationship, I hope, will
yield benefits far beyond the campus walls,
and bring congregations from the Reform
and Conservative traditions together. I hope,
too, that this fellowship program will inspire
others to embark upon similar collaborative
efforts to strengthen our Jewish community.
For, ultimately, what has brought all of us
here today is our pride in being Jewish and
our commitment to Judaism in all its glory.

And what exactly does that commitment
mean? According to Reform tradition and
to me it means:

To open eyes when others close them.
To hear when others do not listen.
To seek understanding when others
stop learning.
To strengthen the hands of the weak,
and to shelter the innocent.
To cry out for justice when others keep
silent.
To be a Jew means to follow the example
of Dalia Samansky and Wendy Feller
(see page 48): To give hope ... and,
literally, to give life.

These values have helped you reach this day –
and may they always guide you as you guide
our community.

New York, May 3, 2007
Lynn Schusterman, Founder and Chair,

Charles and Lynn Schusterman
Family Foundation



The 2007 Dr. Bernard Heller Prize was
awarded to Dr. Judah Folkman at HUC-

JIR/Cincinnati’s Graduation. Dr. Folkman is
the Julia Dyckman Andrus Professor of Pediatric Surgery and Professor of Cell Biology at
Harvard Medical School, Director of the Vascular Biology Program at Children's Hospital
Boston, and the founder of the field of angiogenesis research.

In receiving the Dr. Bernard Heller Prize, Dr. Folkman evoked the legacy of his father,
Rabbi Jerome D. Folkman, who was ordained at HUC-JIR/Cincinnati in 1931, and stat-
ed, “You are graduating today as ‘Ministers’ – not to be served, but to enter into service.
You have been attracted to your new profession, as I was to mine, through a sense of altru-
ism, with a real desire to do good. But what is the definition of a profession? As a medical
student, my dean explained ‘A profession is a set of behaviors above the market place.’
Being of service to your fellow human beings puts you exactly in that position. I would
say to you what my father said to me in a blessing on my confirmation day: ‘Be a credit
to your people.’”

The Dr. Bernard Heller
Prize is an international
award established by the
Dr. Bernard Heller
Foundation and present-
ed to an individual or
organization whose work,
writing, or research
reflects significant con-
tributions in the areas
of Arts, Letters, the
Humanities and Religion.
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The Gift of Life Bone Marrow Foundation
brought together bone marrow donor

Dalia Samansky, a third-year rabbinical stu-
dent at HUC-JIR/Los Angeles, and recipient
Wendy Feller in a moving first-time meeting
during HUC-JIR/New York’s Graduation.

“As future Jewish leaders, we will be given
many opportunities to touch and inspire
lives, but rarely are we given the opportunity
to truly partner with God in helping to save
a life,” said Samansky. “For many years,
HUC-JIR's students, faculty and staff have
supported the Gift of Life, have held bone
marrow registration drives on each of our
four campuses, and I and a few other class-
mates have been called upon to become
donors. Every day we train to become lead-
ers of the Jewish community, but it is Wendy
Feller and the Gift of Life Foundation who
inspire and remind us that God is surely
present in our lives.” Feller thanked the
Gift of Life and Samansky, saying, “Without
them, I would not be able to speak to the
graduates today and congratulate them on
their and our futures.”

Through targeted recruitment campaigns in
Jewish communities, Gift of Life has greatly
improved the chances that Jewish patients
will find genetically matched donors for life-
saving bone marrow, blood stem cell and
umbilical cord blood transplants, a task that
has proven difficult following the losses of
the Holocaust, which severed bloodlines.
Gift of Life was established during the high
profile donor search for Jay Feinberg, who
ultimately received his transplant and now
serves as the organization’s Executive
Director. Feinberg said, “We were thrilled
to have the opportunity to introduce Dalia
to the stranger whose life she saved. Dalia's
donation of blood stem cells offered Wendy
what no one else could – a second chance
at life.”

[From left] Rabbi David Ellenson; Jay Feinberg, Founder and Executive Director of the Gift of Life
Bone Marrow Foundation; Lynn Schusterman, Founder and Chair, Charles and Lynn Schusterman
Family Foundation, recipient of the Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa, and Graduation
Speaker; Dalia Samansky, 3rd-year rabbinical student at HUC-JIR/Los Angeles and Gift of Life
bone marrow donor; and Wendy Feller, Gift of Life bone marrow recipient.

New York, May 3, 2007
The Gift of Life

Bone Marrow Foundation Presentation

Ruth O. Freedlander, Co-trustee of the Dr. Bernard Heller Foundation, and Rabbi Ellenson
presenting the 2007 Dr. Bernard Heller Prize to Dr. Judah Folkman.

Cincinnati, June 3, 2007
The 2007 Dr. Bernard Heller Prize
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It was last Shabbat 66 years ago that I stood
in the chapel of what was then Hebrew

Union College with my small ordination
class of 14 students. Ever since I received the
wondrous invitation to be here with you on
this most significant day in your young lives,
I have attempted to reconstruct for myself
what it was like when I was ordained here in
Cincinnati. Two emotions surfaced. One was
relief that the six years of study (not count-
ing those in Berlin) had finally come to an
end and that somehow I was deemed worthy
to step out and take responsibility for myself
in a manner I had never known before. But
the other was a sense of being lost, even
afraid, for there was so much I did not know,
had never experienced, that confronted me –
not the least that on the day following ordina-
tion I was going to get married in compliance
with the rule of the day that no HUC student
was allowed to be married while a student at
the College, a rule that was broken by only
a couple of very daring colleagues!

What a life it was. None of us had ever
flown in an airplane. A long distance call
was an event and no one dreamt of an inter-
national call. In the entire student body there
was one person who had a car. There were
five women on campus – two in the admin-
istration as secretaries, two in the kitchen as
our cooks, and the incomparable Lillian
Waldman, matron of our dormitory.

The 2007 Roger E. Joseph Prize was
awarded to the Whitwell Middle

School Holocaust and Paper Clip Project
and accepted by Linda Hooper, Whitwell
Middle School Principal, in a presentation
by Roger E. Joseph’s grandchildren at
HUC-JIR/New York’s Ordination
Ceremonies. In 1998, assistant principal
and football coach David Smith and princi-
pal Linda Hooper launched a voluntary
after-school 8th grade course on the
Holocaust to teach tolerance within their
rural southeastern Tennessee town’s middle
school of 425 students. Inspired by the
altruism of those courageous Norwegians
who had expressed solidarity with their
Jewish fellow citizens after the Nazi occupa-
tion by pinning ordinary paper clips to
their lapels, the Whitwell School students
embarked upon a project to collect one
paper clip for each of the six million Jewish
victims of the Shoah in order to demon-
strate the magnitude of this genocide and
the individuality of those who perished.

Their project attracted international attention,
leading to an acclaimed documentary film
and donations of eleven million paper clips
from around the world. The students acquired
a German railcar used to transport victims
to the concentration camps during the
Second World War to serve as a permanent
Holocaust memorial and museum in their
schoolyard – with each paper clip stored there

a testament to the power of memory, edu-
cation, and human understanding.

In accepting the Roger E. Joseph Award,
Linda Hooper said, “As I look at the life
of Roger Joseph, I think about what he
overcame and the choices that he made.
At an age younger than some of you who
are becoming rabbis today, he chose not
to let polio take his life away. He chose to
do good and be the kind of person that he
thought his God wanted him to be. And
you today have made a choice, to go out
and serve your God and serve other people.

I would just ask you today as you leave
here to think about the paper clip, a tiny
insignificant thing, and to think about your
choices and I would ask you to join with
the students, staff and community of
Whitwell, Tennessee in creating a world
where acceptance and respect become the
rule and not the exception.”

The Roger E. Joseph Prize is an international
award established by Burton M. Joseph and
Betty Greenberg through the Joseph
Foundation and presented annually to an
individual or organization, which, by virtue
of religious and moral commitment, has
made a distinctive contribution to humanity.

[From left] Rabbi Ellenson, Jesse Leopold,
Linda Hooper, Thomas and Roger Joseph, and
Sarah Leopold.

New York, May 6, 2007
The 2007 Roger E. Joseph Prize

Cincinnati, June 2, 2007
Rabbi Herman E. Schaalman
Rabbi Emeritus, Emanuel
Congregation, Chicago, IL

Graduation/Ordination/Investiture 2007
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Our life, except for the summer, was totally
confined within the dormitory. We were fed
three times a day. We had African American
waiters who waited on us and cleaned our
rooms. Our laundry was taken care of. No
word of Sephardic Hebrew was spoken –
we were all genuine true Ashkenazim. The
President’s wife each year hosted a dinner
for the freshman class and fed us artichokes
so that we would learn how to deal with this
strange fruit. After all, we were being pre-
pared to be the rabbis of the leading stratum
of American Jewry. We lived in a cocoon,
an unreal world.

There had not yet been a big bang. A
genome was unknown. DNA never existed.
No one had heard of a quantum theory.
We had heard of Einstein and Freud, but
I can’t recall any major conversations. We
knew there was a war, and some of us who
had family in Europe anxiously followed the
bulletins, but in a manner that is still totally
incomprehensible to me.

We lived in a world that had not yet
heard of Heschel, Berkowitz, Greenberg,
or Borowitz. Will Herberg had written a
book that made a temporary splash, and
Mordechai Kaplan’s work on Jewish assimi-
lation engaged us. But in a real way, we
lived sheltered, protected. The world out-
side was only an occasional intruder. The
world we live in today is almost unrecog-
nizable in its relation to the world that I
entered at the time of my ordination.

We live in truly revolutionary times. The
explosion of knowledge and discovery
seems to have no pause, but seems to
expand and accelerate even beyond what
we know now. It presents a question that
is pertinent and insistent: Is there anything
out of our past that in some way can
accompany us into the present and give
us guidance or direction?

Permit me to point to one. Abraham is in a
major marketplace in the apex of the Fertile

Crescent, when all at once out of nowhere
there comes a call, “Lech lecha – go.” Where
to? Destination uncertain, hidden, cryptic.
Did Abraham really know who had called?
How could he? He entrusts himself to an
unknown future and to a God who had
never been with him before, whose very
nature, purpose, and intent must have been
puzzling to him. It is an event of such pro-
fundity that perhaps nothing thereafter
equals it. His response would change all of
the history of humanity to this very day….

God’s question, “Where are you?” still
reverberates in the vastness of time and space.

God is hoping to hear “Here am I.” As you
transition from being a student to Rabbi
and teacher, you deserve and need to be
blessed. But much more is hoped of you.
You’re not supposed to be only the recipients
of blessing, vessels into which those caringly
poured their own knowledge and being into
the process of making you into what you
will now be.

Know in this holiest moment of your lives
that you are to be a blessing. We need you.
We expect you. We hope you will be a
blessing.

Approximately seven years
ago, David Irving, a man

I briefly mentioned in my
book on Holocaust denial,
decided to sue me for libel for
calling him a Holocaust denier,
anti-Semite, and neo-Nazi.
After a legal ordeal that lasted
over five years, we won an
overwhelming victory. The
judge branded Irving a
Holocaust denier, liar, anti-Semite, and
racist and dismissed Irving’s version
of history as “fanciful,” “tendentious,”
and riddled with “distortions.”

You too will encounter people who trample
on the rights of others, take advantage of
the vulnerable, and use their power to harm
those under them. You may find them in
the boardroom, classroom, sanctuary, or a
myriad of other settings. While you cannot
fight every injustice you encounter, there
will be wrongs you simply cannot ignore.
Sir Edmund Burke taught that, “the only
thing necessary for the triumph of evil is
for good men to do nothing.” Doing
nothing includes standing idly by as
another religious or racial group is
demeaned or lies are told about them.

Jewish tradition posits “schol-
ars enhance the possibilities
of peace in the world.” You
have spent your years here
engaged in the enterprise of
scholarship. Today our hearts
are filled with the hope that
you will use the education
that has been implanted within
you to prevent the triumph of
evil and to enhance the possi-

bilities of peace. Let that be a major motif of
the story you write.

Let us never, in our desire to heighten the
identity of our community, focus on the
bad at the expense of the good. Rather than
letting what is done to Jews be what energizes
us, let what Jews do be what unites us. We
must fight the attacks on us with all our
energies, but we must never let them become
our raison d’être. To do so is to cede to our
oppressors control over our identity.

We hope you will do well, but we pray that
you will do good. Ralph Waldo Emerson
wrote that “to know that even one life has
breathed easier because you have lived, this
is to have succeeded.” That is the kind of
success we hope for from you.

Los Angeles. Sunday, May 14, 2007
Dr. Deborah Lipstadt, Dorot Professor of Modern Jewish and Holocaust

Studies and Director, Institute for Jewish Studies, Emory University

Graduation/Ordination/Investiture 2007
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Alumni Honorary Degree Recipients
HUC-JIR honored distinguished alumni for their 25 years of

dedicated leadership and devoted service

Honorary Doctor of Divinity degree recipients

Dr. Alvin H. Rosenfeld, Professor of English and Jewish
Studies, Director of the Institute for Jewish Culture and
the Arts, Indiana University; Dr. Martha C. Nussbaum,
Ernst Freund Distinguished Service Professor of Law and
Ethics, The University of Chicago; and Rabbi Professor
Jonathan Magonet, Past President and Professor of Bible
Emeritus, Leo Baeck College, London, England; at
Graduation in Cincinnati.

Cincinnati, June 3, 2007

New York, May 3, 2007

Los Angeles, May 14, 2007

Honorary Doctor of Divinity degree recipients

Honorary Doctor of Music, Doctor of Jewish Communal Service, and Doctor
of Jewish Religious Education recipients

Honorary Doctor of Divinity, Doctor of Jewish Communal Service, and Doctor of
Jewish Religious Education recipients

Reverend Cecil L. Murray, Rel.D., Tanzy Chair of Christian
Ethics, University of Southern California, Retired Minister,
First African Methodist Episcopal Church; Dr. Deborah E.
Lipstadt, Dorot Professor of Modern Jewish and Holocaust
Studies, Director, Institute for Jewish Studies, Emory
University; and Dr. Joseph E. Aoun, President,
Northeastern University; at Graduation in Los Angeles.

Burton Lehman, Past Chair, Board of Governors,
HUC-JIR; Lynn Schusterman, Founder and Chair, Charles
and Lynn Schusterman Family Foundation; Dr. Judith
Plaskow, Professor of Religious Studies, Manhattan
College; Harold Tanner, Chair, Conference of Presidents
of Major American Jewish Organizations; and Aaron
Feuerstein, Founder, Chair, CEO, Malden Mills; at
Graduation in New York.

HONORARY DOCTORS
OF HUMANE LETTERS
HUC-JIR recognized the distinguished communal, civic,
and scholarly leadership of:



For more information: www.hucyouthprograms.org (513) 487-3232 youthprograms@huc.edu

Rabbi Ellenson bestowed the
President’s Medal upon Dr.
Harvey Horowitz (center),
Librarian Emeritus of the
Frances-Henry Library at
HUC-JIR/Los Angeles, in
recognition of his decades

of distinguished service to the College-Institute, at a ceremony during
Graduation in Los Angeles, in the presence of (at left) Dr. Yaffa Weisman,
his successor as Librarian of the Frances-Henry Library; Dr. Steven
Windmueller, Dean, HUC-JIR/Los Angeles; and Dr. David Gilner,
Director of Libraries, HUC-JIR/Cincinnati.
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Graduate medallions were presented by Rabbi
Ellenson to distinguished alumni of the School of
Graduate Studies (from left) Dr. Mary Ruth Graf,
Dr. Reuben Ahroni, Dr. Ronald A. Veenker, and Dr.
Rodney Eugene Cloud.

Doctor of Philosophy (far left) recipients, Cincinnati; Master of Arts (left) and Master of Philosophy (center) recipients, Cincinnati;
Master of Jewish Studies (right) recipients, Los Angeles

January 18-21, 2008
A Song of Freedom HUC-JIR ACADEMY

February 22-24, 2008
The Ethics of Sex COLLEGE HUC-JIR COLLOQUIUM

March 14-16, 2008
War: What is it good for? HUC-JIR/RAC SOCIAL JUSTICE WEEKEND

April 11-13, 2008
When to lead and when to follow? HIGH SCHOOL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (HSLC)

Calling
All

High
School

and
College

Students!!

HUC-JIR’s Department of Youth Programs
offers exciting opportunities for study,
enrichment, and friendship. Reform youths
are encouraged to come to Cincinnati to
study with faculty, meet our students, and
explore Judaism’s unique spiritual, ethical,
and cultural heritage.



� Dr. Gerald Bubis, The Director Had a
Heart Attack and the President Resigned:
Board-Staff Relations for the 21st Century,
revised edition (iUniverse). Essays, real-life
scenarios regarding governance, job descrip-
tions, self-assessment tools, and other
scenarios focused on how to govern
synagogues, churches, and NGOs.

� Dr. Steven M. Cohen and Ari Y. Kelman,
“Beyond Distancing: Young American Jews
and Their Alienation from Israel” (The Andrea
and Charles Bronfman Philanthropies). A
study of the relationship between young
American Jews and Israel.

� Dr. Tamara Cohn Eskenazi and Dr.
Andrea Weiss, eds., The Torah: A Women’s
Commentary (URJ Press). The Women of
Reform Judaism’s comprehensive commentary
addressing women in the Bible and women’s
perspectives on the Bible, incorporating new
critical approaches such as literary criticism,
sociology, and feminism; new research and
information about the biblical world; and
topics of importance in our world today. With
contributions by current and former HUC-
JIR faculty and administration, and alumni
including Dr. Rachel Adler, Dr. Carole Balin,
Rabbi Lisa Edwards, Dr. Nili Fox, Dr. Lisa

Grant, Dr. Alyssa Gray, Rabbi Naamah Kelman,
Rabbi Zoe Klein, Dr. Sharon Koren, Dr. Beatrice
Lawrence, Dr. Adriane Leveen, Dr. Carol Ochs,
Dr. Dalit Rom-Shiloni, Dr. Dvora Weisberg,
Cantor Josée Wolff, and Dr. Wendy Zierler.

� Dr. Reuven Firestone, Jews, Christians,
Muslims in Dialogue: A Practical Handbook,
with Leonard Swidler and Khalid Duran
(Twenty-Third Publications). A book about
dialogue between the three “Abrahamic”
religions, offering insight about each and
suggesting ways to engage in true dialogue
while avoiding some of the more common
pitfalls.

� Dr. Lawrence A. Hoffman,My People's
Prayer Book, Volume 10 (Jewish Lights). The
tenth volume completes the entire daily and
Shabbat cycle of prayers.

� Dr. Lawrence A. Hoffman and David
Arnow, My People’s Haggadah, Volumes 1 and
2 (Jewish Lights). HUC-JIR faculty contrib-
utors to the Haggadah include Dr. Carole
Balin, Dr. Alyssa Gray, Dr. Joel M. Hoffman,
and Dr. Wendy Zierler.

� Dr. Adriane Leveen, Memory and Tradition
in the Book of Numbers (Cambridge

University Press, January 2008). An imagi-
native re-reading of the Book of Numbers
that considers the ways in which its authors
understood and used memory and tradition
to shape a narrative of the wilderness past
on behalf of their own generation.

� Elizabeth Loentz, Let Me Continue to
Speak the Truth: Bertha Pappenheim as Author
and Activist (HUC Press). In 1953 Freud
biographer Ernest Jones revealed that the
famous hysteric Anna O. was really Bertha
Pappenheim (1859-1936) – the prolific
author, German-Jewish feminist, social
activist, and pioneering social worker. This
study directs attention away from the young
woman who arguably invented the “talking
cure” and back to Pappenheim and her post-
Anna O. achievements.

� Jean Bloch Rosensaft, ed., Elements of
Alchemy: Prints by Paul Weissman (HUC-JIR
Museum), with foreword by Dr. David
Ellenson and essays by Dr. Norman J. Cohen
and Laura Kruger.

� Jean Bloch Rosensaft, ed., The L.A. Story
(HUC-JIR Museum), with essays by Laura
Kruger and Matthew Baigell.

HUC-JIR

Dr. William Cutter, “A Language for Zionist
Reciprocity,” in CCAR Journal, Spring 2007.

Dr. Reuven Firestone, “Women, Gender and
Jewish/Muslim Sources/Discourses and
Interactions: 7th-20th Centuries,” in the
Encyclopedia ofWomen and Islamic Cultures
(Leiden: Brill, 2007), Vol. 5, 216-222.
In Medieval Islamic Civilization: An
Encyclopedia (Routledge): “Tales of the
Prophets” (Vol. 2, 644-646); “Jihad in
Medieval Islam” (Vol. 1, 418-420);
“Jerusalem” (Vol. 1, 413-115); “Hajj” (Vol.
1, 309-310); and “Alcohol” (Vol. 1, 26-27).

Dr. Lisa Grant, “Finding Her Right Place in
the Synagogue: The Rite of Adult Bat
Mitzvah,” in Riv Ellen Prell, ed., Women
Remaking Judaism (Wayne State University

Press, 2007); “Israel Education in Reform
Jewish Congregations,” in CCAR Journal,
Summer 2007; with Dr. Michael Marmur,
“The Place of Israel in the Identity of Reform
Jews: A Perspective from Israel and the
Diaspora,” in Danny Ben Moshe, ed., Israel,
World Jewry, and Identity (Sussex Press, 2007).

Dr. Lawrence A. Hoffman, “Addressing the
Newest Frontier,” Sh’ma, November 2007.

Dr. Joshua Holo, “Hebrew Astrology in
Byzantine Southern Italy,” in Paul
Magdalino and Maria Mavroudi, eds.,
The Occult Sciences in Byzantium (La
Pomme d’or, 2006, 291-323).

Dr. Adriane Leveen, “A Tent of One’s Own:
Feminist Biblical Scholarship, a Popular

Novel, and the Fate of the Biblical Text,”
in Riv Ellen Prell, ed., Women Remaking
Judaism (Wayne State University Press, 2007)

Dr. Steven F. Windmueller, “The Roots of
Anti-Semitism”: A Review Essay of Robert
Michael’s A Concise History of American
Antisemitism (Rowman and Littlefield),
in Virginia Commonwealth University’s
Menorah Review, Summer/Fall 2007
(Number 67); “Revisiting Jewish Radicalism:
An Examination of the Writings of Jack
Nusan Porter,” in Virginia Commonwealth
University’s Menorah Review, Winter/Spring
2007 (Number 66); “The Second American
Jewish Revolution,” in the Journal of Jewish
Communal Service, Summer 2007 (Volume
83, 252-260).

Recent Faculty Articles of Note
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HUC-JIR Museum/New York
One West 4th Street, New York, NY 10012
Hours: Mon.-Thurs., 9 am - 5 pm; Fri., 9 am - 3 pm;
Selected Sundays, 10 am-2 pm, October 28,
November 11, December 2 and 16, January 13, 27.

Information/Guided Tours: (212) 824-2205
www.huc.edu/museums/ny
Admission: Free; photo ID required for entrance.

On view through January 27, 2008:

Moshe Zabari:
Scripture as Sculpture
Sculptures and Judaica
express biblical texts and
themes.

Elements of Alchemy:
Prints by Paul Weissman
Inspired by Primo Levi’s The
Periodic Table, reflections on
humankind’s values.

Project Kesher: Women and Jewish
Renaissance in Ukraine
Photographs by Joan Roth

The empowerment
of ordinary women
creating extraordi-
nary change.
Including Susan

Malloy’s drawings of a Project Kesher journey.

The L.A. Story
Founders of the Jewish
Arts Initiative of
Southern California
present works informed
by personal identity.

Peachy Levy:
Threads of Judaism
Unique interpretations
express a dialogue between
sacred texts and a personal
search for the spiritual.

Fiorello’s Sister:
Gemma La Guardia Gluck’s story
Nazi persecution of the New York Mayor’s
sister during the Holocaust.

On view February - June 2008:

The Yom KippurWar: Tom Heyman
Close-up photographs of
Israel’s struggle for survival,
on loan from the Israeli Army,
presented on Israel’s 60th
anniversary.

Rosalyn Engelman: Silent Scream
Installation evoking the Holocaust.

Cinema Judaica: The Epic Years,
1949-1971
Hollywood film posters
reflecting Jewish experience.

Living in the Moment: Contemporary Artists
Celebrate Jewish Time –
Ongoing
The sale of unique and limited
edition works of innovative
Jewish ceremonial art.

HUC-JIR Skirball Museum/Cincinnati
3101 Clifton Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45220
Hours:Mon.-Thurs.,11 am - 4 pm; Sun., 12 - 5 pm
Information: (513) 487-3055/8
Guided tours upon request. Admission: Free

An Eternal People: The Jewish Experience –
Ongoing
The cultural heritage of the Jewish people in
thematic galleries.

The Archaeology Center at the Skirball Museum
– Ongoing
A hands-on learning and research facility.

Mapping Our Tears – Ongoing
Survivors, rescuers, and liberators recall the
Holocaust.

The American Jewish Archives
at HUC-JIR/Cincinnati

3101 Clifton Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45220
Guided tours by appointment only.
Contact: 513-487-3000

Documentation of American Jewry’s religious,
organizational, cultural, and social history.

Skirball Museum of Biblical
Archaeology/Jerusalem

13 King David Street, Jerusalem, Israel 94101
Hours: Sun., Tues., Thurs., 10 am – 4 pm
Guided group tours upon advance request.
Information: (02) 620-3333 Admission: Free

Ongoing
Excavations of the
ancient cities of Laish/
Dan, Gezer, and Aroer.

HUC-JIR/Los Angeles
3077 University Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90007
By appointment only. Contact: 213-765-2106

On view through December 21, 2007:

Visions of Israel: Marvin Rand
Photographs

evoking Israel’s antiq-
uity, modernity, and
enduring search for
peace.

Israeli Art from the Nancy Berman-Alan Bloch
Collection – Ongoing

On view Spring 2008:
Jewish Graphic Novels

Cinema Judaica: The War
Years, 1939-1949

Works by Judith Margolies

HUC-JIR Skirball Cultural Center/LA
2701 N. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90049
Hours: Tues.-Fri., 12 - 5 pm; Thurs until 9 pm
(except for Noah’s Ark); Sat.-Sun., 10 am - 5 pm.
Information: (310) 440-4500
Tours: (310) 440-4564 Admission: Free

Noah’s Ark at the
Skirball – Ongoing
Animals crafted of
recycled materials
teach the value of
community.

Visions and Values: Jewish Life from
Antiquity to America – Ongoing
HUC-JIR’s permanent collection traces
Jewish history and values over 4,000 years.

The Teri B. Ziffren Archaeology Discovery
Center – Ongoing
Interactive exhibits and Near Eastern antiquities.

On ViewOn View AT HUC-JIR
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Rabbi Ellenson bestowed the
President’s Medal upon Dr.
Harvey Horowitz (center),
Librarian Emeritus of the
Frances-Henry Library at
HUC-JIR/Los Angeles, in
recognition of his decades

of distinguished service to the College-Institute, at a ceremony during
Graduation in Los Angeles, in the presence of (at left) Dr. Yaffa Weisman,
his successor as Librarian of the Frances-Henry Library; Dr. Steven
Windmueller, Dean, HUC-JIR/Los Angeles; and Dr. David Gilner,
Director of Libraries, HUC-JIR/Cincinnati.
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Graduate medallions were presented by Rabbi
Ellenson to distinguished alumni of the School of
Graduate Studies (from left) Dr. Mary Ruth Graf,
Dr. Reuben Ahroni, Dr. Ronald A. Veenker, and Dr.
Rodney Eugene Cloud.

Doctor of Philosophy (far left) recipients, Cincinnati; Master of Arts (left) and Master of Philosophy (center) recipients, Cincinnati;
Master of Jewish Studies (right) recipients, Los Angeles

January 18-21, 2008
A Song of Freedom HUC-JIR ACADEMY

February 22-24, 2008
The Ethics of Sex COLLEGE HUC-JIR COLLOQUIUM

March 14-16, 2008
War: What is it good for? HUC-JIR/RAC SOCIAL JUSTICE WEEKEND

April 11-13, 2008
When to lead and when to follow? HIGH SCHOOL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (HSLC)

Calling
All

High
School

and
College

Students!!

HUC-JIR’s Department of Youth Programs
offers exciting opportunities for study,
enrichment, and friendship. Reform youths
are encouraged to come to Cincinnati to
study with faculty, meet our students, and
explore Judaism’s unique spiritual, ethical,
and cultural heritage.
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